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PHOTOS OF THE YEAR

Editor’s
note: it’s
been a
slice

What was the biggest
thing that happened on
campus this year?

KATE TURNER
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

“The budget cutbacks
and all the people that
got fired.”
–Josh Hooper, third-year
health science

HEATHER DAVIDSON/PHOTO EDITOR

Catherine Fife following her victory of the Kitchener-Waterloo riding in the provincial elections in June.

“The cuts with the budget, program, faculty,
and contracts ending.”
–Farah Omran, thirdyear economics

WILL HUANG/PHOTO EDITOR

“The 22 people getting
cut from Laurier and all
the jobs that were lost.”

Dillion Campbell dives for the ball during the Homecoming game against Carleton at the end of September.

–Sarah Major, fourthyear sociology

“Cutbacks and they
didn’t have much expectation to be cut off
so quickly and abruptly.”
–Brett Reeder, fourthyear anthropology
WILL HUANG/PHOTO EDITOR

Jordan Petruska of the baseball team says he’s ‘a true competitor’ and ‘always has his teammates’ backs.’

Compiled by Jessica Dik
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COLOPHON
The Cord is the official student

newspaper of the Wilfrid Laurier
University community.
Started in 1926 as the College
Cord, The Cord is an editorially
independent newspaper published
by Wilfrid Laurier University
Student Publications, Waterloo, a
corporation without share capital.
WLUSP is governed by its board
of directors.
Opinions expressed within The
Cord are those of the author and
do not necessarily refl ect those
of the editorial board, The Cord,
WLUSP, WLU or CanWeb Printing
Inc. All content appearing in The
Cord bears the copyright expressly
of their creator(s) and may not be
used without written consent.
The Cord is created using Macintosh computers running Mac
OS X 10.5 using Adobe Creative
Suite 4. Canon cameras are used

for principal photography.
The Cord has been a proud
member of the Ontario Press
Council since 2006. Any unsatisfi
ed complaints can be sent to the
council at info@ontpress.com.
The Cord’s circulation for a
normal Wednesday issue is 6,000
copies and enjoys a readership
of over 10,000. Cord subscription
rates are $20.00 per term for addresses within Canada.
The Cord has been a proud
member of the Canadian University Press (CUP)since 2004.

PREAMBLE
The Cord will keep faith with
its readers by presenting news
and expressions of opinions
comprehensively, accurately
and fairly. The Cord believes
in a balanced and impartial
presentation of all relevant
facts in a news report, and of all
substantial opinions in a matter
of controversy.
The staff of The Cord shall
uphold all commonly held ethical conventions of journalism.
When an error of omission or of

After five years I’m finally saying
goodbye to The Cord. Excuse
me while I get sentimental for a
minute.
In my four years studying at
Laurier, nothing I did in class
ever compared to the work I
was able to do with The Cord.
I’m not shamelessly promoting
the paper (well, maybe a bit),
but rather imploring readers to
define themselves not by what
they do in school, but what they
do outside of the classroom.
Too often I have encountered
panicked students beating themselves up over not getting an A
on a paper or feeling unprepared
for a midterm. Of course a big
concern of being at university is
academics, but that doesn’t have
to be the sole purpose in your
life. That C is not going to hold
you back from accomplishing
what you want to accomplish. It
doesn’t make you who you are.
What matters is what you do
outside of the classroom. I’m not
just speaking of voluteering or
working, but how you conduct
yourselves, the way you think
and the discussions you have —
discussions for purposes other
than a participation grade. That’s
what you should really be proud
of.
Who I became in university
was not my failed midterm in
my last semester of fourth year,
it wasn’t my many C or B grades.
My work at The Cord became my
purpose. That, combined with
the way I learned to think critically and look at the world differently through my education,
gave me purpose. It still gives me
purpose.
When I look back at my university career, I never think about
my marks or the times I spent
worrying about grades. I never
defined myself by grades, good
or bad. And neither should you.
So I implore you to let yourself become more than just a
student. Never define yourself
as simply a student. And please,
please don’t beat yourself up
over school. There’s so much
more you can do that will add
value to your life and that will
make your time at university
memorable.

commission has occurred, that
error shall be acknowledged
promptly. When statements
are made that are critical of an
individual, or an organization,
we shall give those affected
the opportunity to reply at the
earliest time possible. Ethical
journalism requires impartiality, and consequently conflicts
of interest and the appearance
of conflicts of interest will be
avoided by all staff.
The only limits of any newspaper are those of the world
around it, and so The Cord will
attempt to cover its world with a
special focus on Wilfrid Laurier
University, and the community
of Kitchener-Waterloo, and with
a special ear to the concerns of
the students of Wilfrid Laurier
University. Ultimately, The
Cord will be bound by neither
philosophy nor geography in its
mandate.
The Cord has an obligation
to foster freedom of the press
and freedom of speech. This
obligation is best fulfilled when
debate and dissent are encouraged, both in the internal work-

ings of the paper, and through
The Cord’s contact with the
student body.
The Cord will always attempt
to do what is right, with fear
of neither repercussions, nor
retaliation. The purpose of
the student press is to act as
an agent of social awareness,
and so shall
conduct the
affairs of our
newspaper.

Quote of the week:
“They just complained like,
‘My back is sore. Why didn’t
we bring more camels?’ ”
-Sports Editor Josh Peters
telling the story of Moses and
Passover
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STARTUPS

Helping startups flourish

AC JumpStart provides $30,000 to 17 companies for projects and research
ERIKA YMANA
INCOMING LOCAL EDITOR

17 startup companies will be
receiving funding from the Accelerator Centre’s new $8-million
funding program, AC JumpStart.
The program is being run in
conjunction with the Federal
Economic Development Agency
and partners Wilfrid Laurier University, the University of Waterloo and Conestoga College.
Each company will receive
$30,000 which will allow them
to start new projects and do additional research.
According to Andrew Jackson,
vice president of client services
at the Accelerator Centre, the
overall goal of the program consists of two parts: to give startups
a “kickstart” financially and to
create jobs at these companies.
“Certainly finances are generally one of the top reasons that
either stall progress in a new
startup company or at least
cause barriers to their advancement,” said Jackson.
Jackson elaborated by saying
the company hopes to increase
the awareness of available funding for startups in the community, and through this awareness
people will be inspired to make
a decision on starting their
company knowing that there is
funding available in the region.
“If a person or a company sees

“Mostly [the companies]
will be from the Waterloo
region, but not necessarily
restricted to that area.”

-Andrew Jackson, vice president of
client services

JOSHUA AWOLADE/INCOMING CREATIVE DIRECTOR

that this program has started this
year then perhaps in 12 or 24
months they make that decision
to start a company knowing that
there is funding available,” he
said.
Some of the companies joining
the first cohort are Meal in a Jar,
NanoQuan Inc., Trending.info
and KTS Global, among others.
AC JumpStart will run for the
next four years, introducing a
new cohort annually. In total,
AC JumpStart has $8 million to

provide to upwards of 180 companies. Conestoga College, WLU
and UW were all given a portion
of the $8 million to distribute.
For the first cohort, WLU produced two companies, Conestoga College produced one and
UW produced five companies.
Jackson said through the
partnership, a recent graduate
from UW, for example, would
be able to apply through the UW
stream and the funding would
come from the AC JumpStart UW

funding.
“Mostly [the companies] will
be from the Waterloo region, but
not necessarily restricted to that
area,” he continued.
AC JumpStart was officially announced in January with the first
out of three cohorts beginning
the program back in February.
The funding will be delivered
to each of the 17 companies
throughout a 12-month period and each company will be
expected to match the funding
spending a total of $60,000. In
addition, the Accelerator Centre
will provide $10,000 of services
covered by their mentorship.
“As far as the region goes, the
more reputation we can gain for
being startup friendly and helping bring down barriers … that
will only help enhance our reputation throughout Canada and
perhaps with the government allowing us to fund more projects
down the road,” Jackson said.

K-W IN BRIEF
Positions cut at
Grand River
Hospital
According to a press release
on Tuesday, Grand River
Hospital is planning to issue
layoff notices to 45 employees and hospital officials.
These will include registered practical nurses, nonunionized workers, other
nurses and clerical employees. This is due to the costs
of staffing and programs
increasing. While many employees will move to unfilled
positions elsewhere in the
hospital, GRH is expecting
to eliminate 24 full-time
positions. This amounts to
less than one per cent of its
total staff.

Waterloo mayor’s
election budget
higher than competitors’
Dave Jaworsky, the current
mayor of Waterloo, had a
budget for his campaign that
was larger than the three of
his competitors’ combined.
His budget was more than
$73,000. More than half of
this was from contributions.
Erika Traub had the
second highest budget at
$36,503. Dave MacDonald
had a budget of $25,000
while Rami Said’s was
$4,873.

POLITICS

Milloy joins
team at Laurier
Milloy will take on roles in the Seminary and applied political science
MADDY CUTTS
INCOMING LEAD REPORTER

Wilfrid Laurier University and
Waterloo Lutheran Seminary are
gaining the experience and skill
of real world politics with the
addition of John Milloy to both
institutions’ staff.
Having served as a Member
of Provincial Parliament for
Kitchener Centre for 11 years,
Milloy retired from politics with
a wealth of knowledge and practice across the field.
He also held numerous responsibilities within the provincial government, as well as
having worked as an assistant to
multiple cabinet ministers and
even a former Canadian prime
minister.
“With my decision to retire, I
was trying to find a role which
would allow me to continue my
interest in politics and build
upon my academic background,”
said Milloy.
“[My positions at Laurier and
the Seminary] really give me an
opportunity to comment and
work on issues that are of concern to me, issues at the intersection of religion and politics and

“As a society I think we
need to spend more time
talking about what are the
issues of the day.”

-John Milloy, former MPP

public ethics.”
Milloy’s two-year contract with
the Seminary not only includes
the instruction of courses, but
will have him serving as codirector of the Centre for Public
Ethics, where he hopes to engage
the university and municipal
community with such initiatives
as lectures, round tables and
conferences.
“As a society I think we need to
spend more time talking about
what are the issues of the day,”
he said.
“How do we engage people,
how do we engage groups and
organizations, you know people
in a collective form, to try to address and interact with government. At the same time asking

HEATHER DAVIDSON/PHOTO EDITOR

Milloy is a former MPP and has been an assistant to cabinet ministers as well as a former prime minister.

how does the government use
these resources, the people that
are out there, to make decisions?”
In addition to his work with
the Seminary, Milloy has accepted a one-year contract as the
first practitioner-in-residence in
applied political science with the
university.
Similar to his engagement with
the Seminary, this will include
public lectures, guest lecturing in
university classes, participation
in supervisory committees for
graduate students, as well as new

workshops leading to certification for senior students.
“He’s a practitioner who’s
making the transition into
academic life. He will help us to
deliver what we are working towards right now, which is to have
a strong political science program complemented by applied
skills, to help students in the job
force,” said Debora VanNijnatten,
chair of the department of political science and North American
studies program.
Milloy’s role will help to
further the department’s efforts

to highlight the importance of
applied learning and transfer
classroom knowledge out into
the job market.
“We always have to make sure
that that training and that education have elements of it that can
be applied to real world situations,” said Milloy.
“Hopefully the applied politics
programs give the best of both
worlds. It gives the academic underpinnings, but also the applied
knowledge that’s going to allow
students to quite frankly go out
and pursue careers.”
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CRIME

Theft leaves centre feeling ‘violated’
A desktop computer was stolen from the Laurier Centre for Women and Trans People last week
MARISSA EVANS
SENIOR NEWS EDITOR

A theft from the Centre for
Women and Trans People has
left volunteers and staff feeling
violated.
The theft was discovered on
March 24 at 10:00 a.m., by Krystal
Gies, volunteer coordinator for
the CWT, when she arrived for
her volunteer hours.
She noticed their computer,
which was a Mac desktop, keyboard and mouse were missing.
Gies, along with Carrie Greig,
education and inclusion coordinator for the Diversity and Equity
Office, immediately contacted
Special Constable Service.
Greig, who is usually the first
to arrive at the office, said she
didn’t notice anything unusual
that morning and nothing else
had been damaged or gone missing.
“It’s unfortunate because it
really just speaks to that whole
piece about safety and feeling
like — you know, there are a
lot of offices here, so for me it
speaks to coming in and feeling like there was a violation of
space,” Greig said.
The CWT is meant to create
a safe space for marginalized
groups, Gies explained.
So, it was “scary to think that
someone took that away from
[them].”
Lynn Kane, acting manager of
the DEO, said the office puts a lot
of trust in their volunteers and
the people who use their spaces.
This is part of what makes the

CAMPUS IN
BRIEF
Matthews and team
take office May 1
Wilfrid Laurier University
Students’ Union presidentelect Olivia Matthews will
assume her role on May 1.
Matthews hired her vicepresidents and team shortly
after winning the election in
February. The vice-president
of clubs and associations will
be Nicole Kuindersma, while
the vice-president of finance
and administration will be
Joanna Sadgrove. Kaela Roemmele and Kaipa Bharucha
will be the vice-presidents of
programming and services
in Brantford and Waterloo,
respectively. Finally, the vicepresident of university affairs
will be Laura Bassett, also
from the Brantford campus.

Laurier to host
global health
challenges panel
Laurier health sciences and
Balsillie School of International Affairs will host a
panel discussion about global
health challenges on April
1. The panel will highlight
research about the challenges
in the areas of food, security,
poverty, health, migration
and climate change.

“We would never think that
this would have
happened — ever.”

-Krystal Gies, volunteer
coordinator for CWT

REBECCA ALLISON/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

The computer from the Centre for Women and Trans People was stolen last week. There are no known suspects.

impact of the incident difficult to
deal with.
“It wasn’t so much the loss of
the computer,” Greig said. “But
the loss of all of the information
that was on the computer because there was years of projects
on there that it was great to have
reference to.”
Some information from the
computer had been saved on
USBs and online, but Gies said
they have recently been working
on two projects that their prog-

ress has now been lost on.
“We would never think that
this would have happened —
ever,” she said. “But now we’ll be
taking more precautions in the
future to make sure everything is
backed up.”
David Borch, the special
constable who is working on the
investigation, said SCS is working with Information Technology
and other university partners in
an effort to locate the computer.
“Obviously it’s a big loss for a

small department at the university that is mostly run by volunteers,” he said. “So we do want to
get it back.”
Although there are security
cameras located at the entrance
of MacDonald House residence,
Gies said they were told the CWT
office was too far away to be able
to see anything.
Gies doesn’t believe the perpetrator was a volunteer.
According to Kane, there are
many explanations for how the

theft could have occurred.
“It could have been left unlocked,” she said.
“We’re across from the laundry
room and also where student
tours happen down this office
because we are in a residence
building. So there’s a lot of
people who can see what’s present here, who would be exposed
to that.”
Borch said thefts from offices
on campus are rare. Most thefts
of computers occur when people
have left belongings unattended.
To safeguard against thefts, he
recommended never leaving
property unguarded.
As well, ensuring you have
information about your device,
such as serial numbers and airport IDs, is important.
“If it’s something that goes
missing and we have that
information we have a better
chance of getting it back,” Borch
explained.
Borch and the DEO encourage
anyone who might have information about the theft to call
SCS or Waterloo Regional Police
Service.

RETIREMENT

Approvals to be released April 1
Retirement incentive program applications will be finalized this week
KAITLYN SEVERIN
INCOMING CAMPUS EDITOR

Approvals for Wilfrid Laurier
University’s new voluntary retirement incentives program are to
be finalized on April 1.
Announced in December, the
retirement incentives program
is aimed at encouraging Laurier
employees to retire early. The
date for retirement must be
between July 1, 2015 and July 1,
2017.
The 2011-2014 collective
agreement between the university and staff lists that retirement
after the age of 55 and before 65
is considered an “early” retirement. Employees must have
worked at Laurier for at least 20
years in order to qualify.
According to Juanne Clarke,
professor in the sociology department, a number of employees are interested in what the
program has to offer, including
herself.
“I’ve seen people in all areas of
the departments in the university at these information meetings so it’s not arts really at all
or sociology at all, it’s across the
university that I’ve seen people
express an interest,” she said.
Clarke said the university offered the program in the past to
employees who thought about
early retirement. She said she
would not be surprised if Laurier
tried to extend applications

“It’s across the university
that I’ve seen people
express an interest.”

-Juanne Clarke, sociology professor

throughout the summer.
“I think if someone wanted to
tomorrow say that they’ve decided to change their mind and
wanted to retire and they had 20
years of service and they were
60 years of age or older, I suspect
the university will be quite happy
to look at the applications.”
Clarke also noted the program
is a “win-win” for Laurier as they
rely on contract academic staff
and part-time faculty who do
not make as much money for the
number of courses they teach.
Clarke said it is cheaper for
the university to hire people at
$7,000 a course when employees
start to retire.
“$7,000 a course is $28,000 a
year and there’s nobody in the
full-time faculty that makes even
half [of that], so really it’s in the
university’s interest to encourage
people who’ve had long-term
service to retire because it allows
them to really rely on part-time
faculty,” said Clarke.

JOSHUA AWOLADE/INCOMING CREATIVE DIRECTOR
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FUNDING

Approved SLL
projects
Accessible
Software Access
... An Inclusive
Approach —
$19,664.53
Building Conflict
Capacity — $16,000

ANDREAS PATSIAOUROS/INCOMING PHOTO EDITOR

The Accessible Learning Centre was approved for new software, upgrades and training for their technology to help over 300 ALC students at Laurier.

Five projects receive funding
ANDREAS PATSIAOUROS
INCOMING PHOTO EDITOR

The third increment of the 201516 Student Life Levy projects
have been approved and budgeted in preparation for the next
school year. Of the 18 projects
proposed, only five were given
funding.
The SLL is funded by undergraduate students and supports
special one-time projects to enhance their experience at Wilfrid
Laurier University’s Waterloo
campus.
The approved projects are Accessible Software Access, Building Conflict Capacity, Autism
Spectrum Disorder Continuum,
Success Without Stress and The
Global Kitchen Project.
The combination of all five
projects will cost $50,814.53,
which leaves over $500,000 still
available for projects that will
enhance student life.

Matt McLean, chair of the
board and chief governance officer for the Wilfrid Laurier University Students’ Union shared
details on the initiative itself and
the kinds of criteria the SLL committee has when choosing new
proposed projects.
“We want to fund projects
based off their merit and their
application to this fund as a
whole rather than simply saying
we have the money therefore we
are going to disperse it,” he said.
One such implementation
is the Building Conflict Capacity Project, which is a “train the
trainer” program.
This will help deliver and certify university staff and student
leaders to provide training on an
annual basis, said McLean.
McLean noted the project was
specifically appealing because it
is sustainable.
“Once you do train those
initial trainers they can kind

of provide the training moving
forward, even though it is a onetime funding.”
McLean touched on the fact
that there is still over $500,000
sitting untouched for funding.
He said this is an important
factor, as the money does roll
over from year to year and the
school would rather fund projects that fit within the criteria of
this fund instead of approving
unnecessary projects.
“It’s almost nice to have this
amount of money because we
could have a student that comes
forward with an amazing project
with high impact that we really
like and we can fund it. For example, the Wellness Centre was
one that we funded last year,” he
said. “I would argue the impact
of that is very far reaching and
well worth the money in that
regard.”
McLean admitted in recent
years the quality of applica-

tions submitted has decreased,
although he said this year has
been better than most due to the
higher volume of applicants from
students.
He explained this is a “project
fund that the students themselves have the opportunity to
send in ideas,” yet most do not
utilize this opportunity.
One of the applications chosen
this year was by a student.
The Students’ Union hopes to
solve the lack of student applications and awareness as a whole.
“It starts with marketing, getting the awareness about this
project out there and making
sure students know the amount
of money is there. This year
we’ve experienced challenges
with our marketing department
because of different transitions.”
There is no set date to when
these projects will take effect, but
they should be on schedule to
start over the summer.

Enhancing our
learning: supporting students on the
Austism Spectrum
Disorder Continuum — $10,000
Success Without
Stress — $850
The Global Kitchen
Project — $4,300
Funding
remaining:
Over $500,000
The Student Life
Levy is funded by
undergraduate students and supports
special one-time
projects to enhance
the experience at
Laurier. Reviews
for projects happen
every March, June
and November.

BUSINESS

Student wins
co-op award
Ouellette-Matthews recognized for
first-ever student of the year award
KAITLYN SEVERIN
INCOMING CAMPUS EDITOR

Wilfrid Laurier University’s Equitable Life of Canada Co-operative Student of the Year award
has been given to third-year
business administration student
Kaitlin Ouellette-Matthews.
Laurier’s co-op award recognizes the student with an
outstanding job and academic
performance within their position and their contribution to the
co-op employer and education.
The award was sponsored by
Equitable Life, an insurance
company in Waterloo.
“It’s a well-rounded award and
for a student to receive it, in this
case Kaitlin Ouellette-Matthews,
it’s quite an honour, I think, because it’s a very rigorous process
to get the award,” said Laurie
Lahn, manager of marketing and
external relations for co-operative education.
According to Lahn, the choice
to give Ouellette-Matthews the
award came from her work in the

co-op student advisory, as well
as her involvement in extracurricular activities.
Ouellette-Matthews said the
Laurier co-op award came up
when she was also nominated
for both national and provincial
co-op awards.
“In the process of being nominated for those awards, Laurier came up to me and said we
wanted to make a Laurier-based
co-op award because we’ve
never had one before,” OuelletteMatthews continued.
“We’re always going on about
how we have the best co-op
program and a lot of other co-op
schools have the awards for coop, but we don’t, so I guess they
kind of realized that they have
the jump on the bandwagon too.”
The last time a student from
Laurier won the national Co-op
Student of the Year Award was
when Amy Lajoie won in 1995.
Ouellette-Matthews believes
the award will help students
achieve their goals through the
co-op program.

Spring/Summer
courses at Brock
We’ve got what you need
• Accelerated two-week “super” courses
• Online and in-class courses
• Wide range of Faculties and programs

Spring forward.
brocku.ca/springsummer
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STUDENTS’ UNION BOARD
UNDER REVIEW
In the second half of their term, the board
continued to have quick and efficient
meetings. Under the strong leadership
of Students’ Union chair and CGO Matt
McLean, the board successfully remained
transparent and on track with the agenda,
focusing on strategic planning and governance of the organization. Additionally,
the board vision committee showed tangible steps are being taken to understand
where the board needs to go in order to be

an effective entity.
However only a few board members
contributed critical discussion on more
important issues. Oftentimes, the conversations involved a few select directors and
did not include much critical analysis into
what the board and the Students’ Union
as a whole were doing.
Directors should be commended, as
attendance and professionalism on the
part of the majority of members improved

in the Winter term. Members seemed to
understand the roles and duties more as
directors and used this to be professional
in their discussions. However despite
transportation being provided, many
directors did not make the effort to physically attend the Brantford meetings.
The board’s only challenge this year
came when students “occupied” the
Union office after the announcement of
22 jobs being cut at Laurier. Select board

members were present at the impromptu
meeting, responding professionally to the
concerns of the students. The efficient
scheduling of a meeting the following
week was a good approach by the board to
keep an open line of communication with
the student body.
Overall, the board’s focus on strategic
planning and governance of the organization has been effective, but could have
benefited from more critical discussion.

Sam Lambert
President and chief executive officer of the Students’ Union
With minimal Students’ Union
experience, Lambert had a
realistic approach to the position
of president and CEO, understanding that it is very much an
operational position meant to
run a multi-million dollar business. Lambert fulfilled his duties
in terms of policies and monitoring reports and with the help of
his vice-presidents, implemented
parts of his platform.
However, his presence and
outreach were lackluster. Despite
concerns being brought up during the election season, Lambert
still was not very present around
campus. He was very hard to
reach and did not display any
attempts to increase his transparency to the student body. It is
understandable that visibility is

not part of Lambert’s philosophy
for the position, but due to the
nature of the position, students
may feel like he is neglecting
his duties. Lambert could have
avoided this criticism by communicating his vision for president early in his term.
After missing three board
meetings in the fall, Lambert
made board meetings more of a
priority in the Winter term, not
missing any of the meetings and
video conferencing into Brantford when necessary. He has also
strived to be more professional in
his decorum at the board table,
however oftentimes he looked
uninterested or disengaged in
what the directors were saying.
He also went on vacation halfway through second semester

and thereforward was not present when students had concerns
about changes at the school.
However he should be commended for his actions when he
returned from vacation, leading
the Town Hall meeting between
the Union and students, listening
to student concerns.
Lambert had a very strong
group of vice-presidents who
helped him get through the
year. Team management was a
minimal aspect of Lambert’s job
because of their ability to work
independently and help implement various projects.
Overall, Lambert met the minimum standards as president, but
did not go above and beyond to
be remembered as an exceptional leader of the student body.

Matt McLean
Chair of the board and chief governance officer
McLean has been an exceptional
chair this year, making positive
contributions to the board in
both a macro and micro lens.
When dealing with directors,
McLean is approachable and has
clearly made the effort to ensure
their voices were being heard at
meetings and considered with
respect.
Board meetings this year
have continued to be transparent. They have also been run

efficiently and professionally.
The increased discussion and
engagement at the board table
second term was largely attributed to McLean as he encouraged directors to be more vocal
and ensured meetings were a
comfortable atmosphere.
His investment to help directors grow and learn is evident
in the progress they made since
their transition last May.
McLean’s vision for this year

has also moved the board in a
positive direction. There was a
greater focus on strategic planning rather than policy, which
will tangibly impact the future of
the board.
Overall, McLean should be
commended for his hard work as
chair, continually demonstrating
his investment in ensuring directors had valuable experiences
and in ensuring the sustainability
of the board.

mentor to the incoming board.
Policy is Aitchison’s strength.
He has a firm grasp on the
responsibilities of the board and
will be very helpful with teaching
the incoming board about policy
and governance, as they are typically inexperienced in that area.
Aitchison’s performance

this year has demonstrated his
knowledge about the board and
his coherence in policy, making
him one of the stronger directors.
However going forward he will
need to focus on his interaction
with others to ensure he brings
a positive attitude to the role of
chair.

Colin Aitchison
Vice-Chair of the board
Aitchison is definitely not afraid
to make his voice heard. He has
continued to be very vocal this
term, however he often shuts
down or brushes off other directors during discussion. As he
moves into the role of chair, he
will need to be more open to suggestions and become more of a
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Rochelle Adamiak
Though she has increased her
contributions to discussion this
term, Adamiak has remained
relatively quiet at the board table
this semester. However she has
made more efforts outside of the
board room by educating herself
in big student issues such as the
IPRM process.
Adamiak is very concerned

with students and their opinions,
but seemed to remain relatively
uncomfortable with governance
and policy at the board table.
She has been a more behindthe-scenes board member, getting student opinions on topics
and bringing them to the table
rather than contributing her own
ideas and having other directors

voice her questions. She could
have benefitted from being more
confident at the table.
Adamiak has had a decent
term on the board, however
she should have participated in
discussion more frequently and
found more balance between
governance and student advocacy.

his position and on what the
board can accomplish. He has a
firm grasp on where the board is
going in terms of their strategic
direction, something the board
has been seriously considering
throughout the year. He has also
had a perfect attendance record,
demonstrating his commitment

to the board.
Bretz has also shown dedication when it comes to the
Students’ Union elections, as he
sits on both the elections appeals
and elections review committees. He has had a very successful winter term and has shown
dedication and care for his role.

He has been a great advocate
for the campus and he had a big
hand in having a record high
number of Brantford directors
on the board next year. However
coming in as vice-chair, DeSumma will need to be considerate
of a multi-campus approach and
stray away from always bringing

in Brantford-only issues.
In the Winter term DeSumma
has grown more confident with
bringing discussion to the board
table and has a very firm grasp of
his role. His leadership will put
him in a great position to take
over the position of vice-chair in
May.

form when he ran for the director
position.
Accordingly, his actions on
committees and at board meetings have been aimed at keeping
the Union financially accountable.
While Gibara could have made
his voice heard more often, his
contributions were always from

an appropriate perspective,
despite concerns over his political ties leaking into his role as a
director of a student organization. Accordingly, Gibara has
been a well-rounded director on
the board.
*Disclaimer: Spencer Gibara
is an Opinion Columnist for The
Cord.

have been put to better use as a
director, especially in his involvement on the ownership linkage
committee.
More effort could have been
put by Goodman to increase the
engagement between the board
as a whole and students.

At the same time, Goodman
is cognisant of his shortcomings
and remained a valuable voice at
the board table.
His care for the board was
evident, however his potential to
become an extremely effective
director was not acted upon.

nathan’s opinions added little
to the discussion. As a returning
director, he would benefit from
discussing issues more critically.
Jagannathan’s attendance has
been exemplary throughout,
only missing one meeting the
entire year because of a class
conflict. In addition, Jagannathan made the effort second
semester to be physically present

in Brantford for the meetings. He
should be commended for his
dedication to the role.
Jagannathan is certainly a
model director. As one of five
returning directors, Jagannathan
sees areas for improvement and
will be an integral part in the
transition of younger directors
and internal knowledge of board
operations.

Davis Bretz
Bretz has been one of the strongest directors this term, improving greatly since his midterm
review. While relatively quiet in
first semester, he has become vocal and contributes meaningfully
to discussion during meetings.
Since the midterm, Bretz has
maintained a good handle on

Nicholas DeSumma
DeSumma has been a standout
director this year. He has consistently contributed meaningfully to discussion despite not
always being physically present
in Waterloo.
One of DeSumma’s greatest
accomplishments has been his
constant concern for Brantford.

Spencer Gibara
Gibara was a valuable director to the board this term. He
demonstrated his investment
in the board through both his
development and consistency as
a director.
His attendance improved since
the midterm. As well, he made
clear steps toward actualizing the
points he put forward in his plat-

Keegan Goodman
Goodman has continued to be
one of the stronger directors on
the board. He has been committed and provides a needed critical perspective of issues brought
to the table.
However his clear leadership
and critical thinking skills could

Sujaay Jagannathan
Jagannathan has been a consistently strong board member
throughout the year.
He engaged in discussions
and kept an open mind to new
ideas. He was an integral part
of the board vision committee
being struck and its benefit to
the board’s strategic plan in the
future.
There are times that Jagan-
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Christopher Marshall
Throughout the entire year
Marshall has not shown dedication to his role as a director. He
participated very infrequently in
meetings and oftentimes did not
seem interested or engaged in
the matters at hand.
Marshall often would be
distracted by other matters and

would only participate by raising
his hand for motions.
After the midterm, Marshall
was still late to many meetings,
and when physically present, he
did not make the effort to invest
himself into the organization like
many of his peers did.
Marshall did not submit a

platform in time last year for the
election, and throughout this
year, showed the level of dedication required for the role was not
there.
*Disclaimer: After multiple
requests, Christopher Marshall
did not come in for an interview
with The Cord.

As well, she has noticeably
improved from last semester. She
now has a better understanding
of her role as director and of the
board.
Since gaining this understanding her leadership qualities have
become evident.

However as a returning director she will need to work on
increasing her confidence at the
board table, asking questions
herself instead of filtering them
through other directors. Overall
Parton has shown potential to be
a strong director next year.

up for what he missed last term.
Rana has been one of the more
critical directors this term and
has raised important questions.
However, he has trouble
keeping discussion concise and
can sometimes seem behind on
discussion due to absences last

term.
Overall, Rana should be commended for his efforts this term;
though he may not be the most
memorable director, he has rededicated himself to his role and
is finishing the year on a strong
note.

more present directors on the
board.
As well, he should continue to
focus on bringing a critical eye
to the board table and increasing
his contributions to discussions,
while maintaining a positive and
supportive attitude.

Overall, Ricci has been a committed director who clearly cares
about helping the board continue in the right direction. Next
year, Ricci should capitalize on
his position as an experienced
director and continue to put
students’ interests first.

critical, however he would have
still benefited from being more
direct when bringing up ideas.
Trottier’s attendance has been
exemplary since the midterm,
not missing a meeting. Even
though he could not make it to
Brantford, he made the effort to
video conference in for the meet-

ings. He was also involved in
multiple committees while being
supportive of the others he was
not a part of.
It is obvious Trottier has a
tremendous amount of passion
for the position and he used
this to his advantage this year to
become a strong director.

Melody Parton
Parton has been a consistently
dedicated director, having never
missed a meeting. She has also
demonstrated her commitment
to the board by being present for
all but one meeting in Waterloo,
despite the fact that transportation is not provided for this.

Salman Rana
While his weaker performance
last term was due to unforeseen
circumstances, Rana has been
open to improvement and is
focused on his contributions to
discussion and to committees.
He has made great strides to be
present at meetings and to make

Jonathan Ricci
Ricci has demonstrated a strong
commitment to the board this
year. This is apparent through his
continual efforts to be connected
and visible to the Laurier student
body. His social media use and
attempts to be vocal on student
issues has made him one of the

Warren Trottier
As one of the most passionate
directors, Trottier has improved
consistently throughout the year
to become a strong member of
the board. He prepared for meetings effectively, brought in new
ideas and worked on being concise in meetings. His comments
in discussion have become more

These reviews were written collaboratively by Campus News Editor Shelby Blackley,
Senior News Editor Marissa Evans and Editor-in-Chief Kate Turner. They are based on
observations from board meetings and interviews with directors, chair and president.
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Finding proof of a parallel universe
A group of physicists believe restarting Large Hadron Collider could create miniature black holes
MARISSA EVANS
SENIOR NEWS EDITOR

A group of physicists believe the
restarting of the Large Hadron
Collider this spring could lead to
proof of parallel universes.
Mir Faizal, visiting professor
in the physics and astronomy
department at the University of
Waterloo, has written a paper
with fellow physicists, Mohammed M. Khali and Ahmed Farag
Ali, which predicts the LHC
particle accelerator could create
miniature black holes.
The paper works off the theory
that the collision of particles
at extremely high energies will
produce miniature black holes.
However, Faizal explained that
if extra dimensions exist, the energy scales at which these black
holes will be lowered because
these extra dimensions would
have gravity flowing into them.
This energy level is what will
be created in the LHC. Therefore if the LHC creates mini
black holes, it must indicate the
existence of extra dimensions
because these holes would not
otherwise form at this lower
energy level.
“If you do have extra dimensions, there is a possibility of
parallel universes,” Faizal added.
To calculate this energy scale,
they are using a new theory of
gravity called rainbow gravity. If

LENA YANG/CREATIVE DIRECTOR

these mini black holes are created it will prove both the validity
of the rainbow gravity theory and
the existence of extra dimensions.
According to Faizal, this theory
posits that gravity acts differently
on particles of different energies.
“If we don’t find them we still
know that one of the things —
maybe that extra dimensions
don’t exist, or they exist at energy
scales much higher than what we
are anticipating, or that we need
a modification to rainbow gravity,” he said.
He continued that what they
mean by “parallel universes”
is not what most people think
of when they refer to parallel

universes.
“Usually they mean something
like what is called the many
worlds interpretation of quantum mechanics,” he explained.
“It is where everything is
actualized. So an alternate dual
reality.”
Under this interpretation,
every action a person partakes
in has two possibilities. For
example, if you lift up a cup, in
another universe you don’t lift
up the cup. But Faizal is against
the many worlds interpretation,
and is referring to something
entirely different when he talks
about parallel universes. He used
an analogy to explain.
“A line is a one-dimensional

“The idea is if that is true
then there is one force
which can leave our universe and flow out into
that dimension.”
-Mir Faizal, visiting professor at the
University of Waterloo

object — there is just one way to
go on a line. You can have many
parallel lines drawn on a piece
of paper, which is a two dimensional object. Now your lines will
never meet.”
If you stack the paper it will

have height, which is a third
dimension, and the lines still
won’t meet. In the case of parallel universes, time is the fourth
dimension.
“There are higher dimensions
and our universe just forms like
a sheet in these dimensions,” he
continued. “The idea is if that
is true then there is one force
which can leave our universe
and flow out into that dimension
— this is gravity.”
Faizal said he has enjoyed doing his research in Waterloo and
specifically at UW.
“It’s a very friendly department, I would say,” he said.
“As well as a lot of scope of
research.”

BUSINESS

‘Gastro-style’ pub
opens near UW
Grand opening to take place April 25
CONNOR WARD
LEAD REPORTER

A new restaurant has opened
up in the university area. The
new restaurant, named Heaven
Gastro Club, is located at 160
University Avenue, and is a spin
on the traditional public house.
“It’s a gastro-style restaurant,”
said general manager Scott
Dwyer. “Gastro is basically a really nice food pub, except we’re
a club, to make it feel like our
guests are members here.”
Heaven fits the traditional
pub description with a menu of
bar favourites, an assortment of
draught beer, a collection of televisions tuned to sports events, all
within a welcoming atmosphere.
However it deviates with foods
that are not typically found at a
pub.
“We have handcrafted food:
hand-pressed burgers, fresh cut
fries and scotch eggs, which is a
unique one,” said Dwyer.
“It’s an independent restaurant, so we were able to choose
any beers that we wanted on tap.
So we have Sam Adams, Peroni,
and in the summertime we’re
going to have Kronenburg Blanc
and Somersby.”
Heaven is not targeted at a
specific demographic, but rather
is open to catering to various
kinds of customers in the university area.
“We cater to everyone, so it’s
family friendly. We’re also in between the universities, so we’ve

“Gastro is basically a really
nice food pub, except we’re
a club, to make it feel like
our guests are members
here.”
-Scott Dwyer, general manager
of Heaven Gastro Club

definitely had lots of students in
here,” said Dwyer.
“But there are also tons of
new offices in this area, so we’re
definitely going to cater to the
professionals in the area as well.”
Heaven is currently in what’s
called a soft opening, where the
restaurant is available to serve
the public, but is not advertising
or operating on a full-scale basis.
“It’s practice for us, and then
after the grand opening we’re
going to do some advertising
and try to get the word out,” said
Dwyer.
Heaven will have its grand
opening on April 25, where it
will officially be unveiled to the
public and begin advertising as
open for business. This will mean
an end to the soft-opening phase
and a push into full-time service.
Until then, the goals for
Heaven are quite simple.
“We want to develop regulars,
connect with the community, we
want to sponsor teams and we
definitely want to be part of the
area,” said Dwyer.

WILL HUANG/PHOTO EDITOR

Heaven Gastro Club, located near UW, hopes to cater to different kinds of people, from students to professionals.
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2015 IN
REVIEW:
WATERLOO’S
TOP STORIES
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1

2

ITAMAE ACCUSED
OF SERVING BUGS
IN FOOD

ST. JACOBS RISES
FROM THE ASHES

Daina Goldfinger
Originally published Jan. 14

Erika Ymana
Originally published March 25

Four students who went out for dinner
at Itamae Sushi on Dec. 10 did not have
the experience they were expecting when
they allegedly found small black bugs
crawling on their sashimi.
According to one of the students,
Muhammad Ahmed, the bugs were the
size of sesame seeds and were discovered
close to the end of the meal.
Despite their worry, none of the party
members fell ill from eating at the restaurant.
Itamae denied accusations of there
being multiple bugs crawling on the food,
and said a fruit fly was simply stuck to
one piece of sashimi.
“The waiters really weren’t surprised or
shocked at all,” Ahmed explained. “It was
just almost as if the waiters or management there was playing it down as if it
was no big deal.”

On Sept. 2, 2013, St. Jacobs Farmers’ Market lit up in flames, the cause of which
remains undetermined. However, following the fire there was no hesitation in
providing a temporary place of business
for vendors while plans for its rebuilding were considered. A little over a year
later, the building is almost finished as it
prepares to open in early June.
Overall, the exterior of the building is
nearly finished including the windows
and drywall. The next few months will be
spent finishing the interior and completing the rest of the construction.
Marcus Shantz, president of Mercedes
Corporation, which owns the Farmers’
Market building, said the new building
will be 10,000 square feet larger. This
will also mean 20 per cent more vendor
space.
More importantly, the new building
will have sprinklers.

3

4

MAXWELL’S
EXPANDS
REGULAR EVENTS

REVITALIZING
THE BOATHOUSE

Connor Ward
Originally published Jan. 28

Connor Ward
Originally published Jan. 21

Maxwell’s Concerts and Events, formerly
Maxwell’s Music House, reopened in
December after moving from its previous
location on King Street North. The venue,
known primarily for hosting live events,
is now located in a larger building on
University Avenue.
Maxwell’s also had to adjust to the
larger capacity of their new building,
which enables them to host a considerably larger amount of customers than
their previous location.
The venue has also introduced new
drink specials, including mini-pitchers
of domestic beer and shot specials of
various mixes. The mini-pitchers have
apparently been a popular addition for
Maxwell’s customers.
The venue is looking forward to weekly
live music events that focus on indie acts,
as well as taking advantage of their larger
capacity by booking larger shows.

The Boathouse, a lakeside restaurant and
concert venue in the heart of Kitchener’s
Victoria Park, has reopened after months
of renovations. In late 2013 the venue ran
into issues with its lease and was closed
abruptly. Now, under new ownership,
the historic venue is once again open for
business.
The venue, which was set to open earlier in the year, faced some critical delays
that slowed down the building’s renovation process. Due to the venue being a
designated historic site, strict building
code prevented any construction being
done on the structural walls and foundation. The renovations therefore focused
on the venue’s interior and were done by
the current staff.
The renovations also served to increase
the customer capacity. With additional
standing room and an expanded patio
area, they are prepared to host live music
events and serve as a restaurant yearround.
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COMING THIS SPRING
Looking to address your passion for the urban lifestyle?
These design-forward townhomes feature smart open
concept living spaces, modern features and finishes,
stunning rooftop terraces, patios and balconies.
Perfectly situated near shopping, restaurants, parks,
universities, Highway 8 and just minutes from
Downtown Kitchener.
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The age of online activism
Features Editor Alanna Fairey investigates how effective social
media is in the realm of activism
A recent New York Times article declared we are currently living in the “Age of Tumblr Activism,” as more
and more young adults are utilizing social media to
help bring attention to particular issues. The #BlackLivesMatter movement and the #BringBackOurGirls
campaign are the most recent examples of how the
Internet can be used to spread the word on pressing issues. This method has been used in place of taking part
in a rally or fighting in the front lines of a protest.

Hron also said that the purpose of activism isn’t
meant solely for raising awareness about a particular
issue, but to make a profound impact on one’s community.
Connor Young, a fourth-year student and a representative of Laurier Student Voices, has encouraged
Laurier students to get involved with activist initiatives.
“A lot of times we don’t have the opportunity to enter
into diplomatic conversation until some sort of activism has taken place that makes those individuals who
The art of reaching out
are able to make decisions realize that there is a serious
Social media outlets have proven to be a way for
issue,” Young said.
people to reach out and network with others about
“I think diplomacy is ultimately the end goal of activglobal activist initiatives. In a world reliant on the use
ism, but activism provides an avenue in order to reach
of technology, it is much easier to start a conversation
that diplomatic conversation.”
and to get engaged with such pressing global issues.
LSV has been actively involved in advocating against
Grassroots Online is a Toronto-based web design
the passing of Integrated Planning and Resource
firm concentrated on online political and advocacy
Management and petitioning against the recent cut of
campaigns. Brett Bell, founder and managing partner
22 positions at Laurier. To help spread awareness, LSV
of Grassroots Online, believes technology helps to enutilized social media outlets such as Twitter Facebook,
able democratic participation.
Tumblr and Instagram.
“It removes many of the barriers that have existed in
Young said Twitter was a way to reach out to politithe past. However government
cians and decision makers, while
and politics can be intimidating
Facebook was meant to reach
for many,” Bell said.
out to students, as it is a popular
“So we created a number of
format for students to network
“Our voices are what
platforms that make it easy for
on. Additionally Tumblr was
makes a difference, not
individuals from all backgrounds
used to share documents such
to easily contact their elected
as their code of conduct, while
just an online presence.”
officials and participate in the
Instagram documented visuals
wider conversation around curof everything that happened,
rent affairs.”
with a few of their images being
Bell also shared that Grassdisplayed on various news staroots Online has currently
tions.
generated 2.5 million actions on
“I don’t think we would have
-Connor Young, LSV representative
their various platforms, which he
been as effective as we were
believes illustrates how the utiliwithout social media,” Young
zation of technology has helped
said.
people to engage with current issues.
Activism or slacktivism?
“It is important every opportunity is maximized to
While online activism has proven to initiate awareness,
boost participation,” Bell added.
it also perpetuates the growing concern of “slacktivMadelaine Hron, an associate professor in the
ism.”
English and film studies department at Wilfrid Laurier
Slacktivism is best defined as actions performed via
University, created an English course called “Human
Rights in Cultural Forms” which emphasizes encourag- the Internet in support of a political or social cause,
such as signing an online petition, but regarded as
ing students to be activists. The project for the class is
requiring little time or involvement. This term perpetuto make an impact on the community by the means of
ates the notion that all problems can be seamlessly
activist initiatives.
“Often students find it really easy to criticize activism fixed using social media, however this is not the case.
“Social media is a great tool; we have a great tool at
without knowing how much work goes into that or how
to do activism — this is an opportunity to try and be an our disposal that previous generations did not have. It’s
a great tool for education and it’s a good way of rallying
activist for 8-10 hours and challenge yourself,” she
people together and raising awareness,” Hron said.
said.
“However, I just don’t think that clicking ‘like’ or
“Its an opportunity to live activism.
signing a petition is going to make that much change
Theory is only as useful as its puts
because I don’t think people realize what the end goals
into practice.”

“Social media certainly has its strong points, but
of that are.”
there’s a big downside in the sense that it’s easy for
LSV has witnessed slacktivism firsthand. After Laupeople to jump on board, but later it’s like they don’t
rier made the recent job cuts, LSV had approximately
actually make the problem their own. A lot of people
250 students ‘like’ their page on Facebook and many
just don’t have that drive to do it.”
people showing interest in the matter. According to
While it is clear likes will not eliminate the global
Young, when it came to arranging meetings to sit down
issues, it helps to open doors of opportunity to further
and discuss the specific plans they had coming up, the
these changes. In reference to the Kony 2012 camnumber of people actually involved did not reflect that
paign, Bell said organizations and other causes need to
of the Facebook group.
provide other means of action beyond liking or sharing
“I think a lot of people just enjoy the single click [on
videos on Facebook. However, it helps to indicate an
Facebook],” he said. “They enjoy the idea of just clickinterest.
ing ‘like’ and then feeling like they’ve done their part.”
“Part of the problem was that the [Kony 2012] orgaOnline petitions require prior research, as people
nization behind the video had no other avenues for
are not always aware that signing a petition does not
supporters to take beyond liking
guarantee that it is legally bindand sharing the video. However,
ing. Petitions found online can
liking or favouriting a piece of
also be outdated, having been
“That money could have
content can be a strong indicator
made months or years before
been well spent to help
that an individual wants to do
having people stumble upon
more,” Bell said.
them and share them on social
African law enforcement
“It is important to build on
media.
try to find Joseph Kony.”
that initial interest and ask them
One of the most notorious
to do more. It is also important
examples of slacktivism was the
to plan out what else you want
Kony 2012 campaign. The short
your supporters to do and that
film’s intended purpose was to
those actions are aligned with
make African militia leader and
-Dr. Madelaine Hron, associate
professor
the organizations goals and
fugitive Joseph Kony internationobjectives.”
ally known in order to have him
Bell also added he progressive
arrested by the end of 2012. The
use of the Internet has helped to eliminate barriers in
film went viral and was a worldwide phenomenon,
the distribution of content, meaning that one person
with people sharing the video on Facebook and Twitcan use compelling content and a strong message to
ter. While people thought they were helping to support
mobilize others to take action around the world.
a cause, they didn’t realize that they were supporting
“Anyone who wants to make a difference no longer
something else.
has an excuse. There are no gatekeepers. Use that to
“[The campaign] was basically raising money for
your advantage and put something out into the world,”
this organization that wasn’t even going to stop Joseph
Bell said.
Kony; it was going to make another film about Joseph
While acknowledging that social media outlets are a
Kony,” Hron said.
great start to get involved with activism, Hron said ac“That money could have been well spent to help
tive involvement will generate the best results.
African law enforcement try to find Joseph Kony but
“To gain more information you may have to read
instead it went into the pockets of the filmmakers.”
Hron also used the example of last summer’s ALS ice books, read a few articles or even get to know people. If
you want to know about homelessness, go and visit an
bucket challenge to demonstrate people took part in
organization that works with homeless people and get
it because it was a popular trend, not because people
to know issues that are in your own local community
were hoping to advocate for the cause.
that need your support or how you can help,” she said.
“What looks cool on Facebook may not be helping
“Its not useful to help people who don’t know what
anyone,” she added.
their needs are.”
Finding a voice beyond the screen
Young, for his part, hopes that when people sign
Trying to encourage people to participate in activism
online petitions or join a Facebook group, they will be
beyond the computer is much easier said than done.
more present beyond their computer screens.
“When we were protesting IPRM, we had 150
“I really hope that when people find a cause that
students say that they would attend on the Facebook
they really care about that they are willing to step
event, but in reality we only had about 50 and most of
up,” he said. “Our voices are what makes a differthem were friends or friends of friends of the people in
ence, not just an online presence.”
the group,” Young said.
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The age of on

Features Editor Alanna Fairey in
media is in the re
A recent New York Times article declared we are currently living in the “Age of Tumblr Activism,” as more
and more young adults are utilizing social media to
help bring attention to particular issues. The #BlackLivesMatter movement and the #BringBackOurGirls
campaign are the most recent examples of how the
Internet can be used to spread the word on pressing issues. This method has been used in place of taking part
in a rally or fighting in the front lines of a protest.

Hron also said that the purpose of activism isn’t
meant solely for raising awareness about a particular
issue, but to make a profound impact on one’s community.
Connor Young, a fourth-year student and a representative of Laurier Student Voices, has encouraged
Laurier students to get involved with activist initiatives.
“A lot of times we don’t have the opportunity to enter
into diplomatic conversation until some sort of activism has taken place that makes those individuals who
The art of reaching out
are able to make decisions realize that there is a serious
Social media outlets have proven to be a way for
issue,” Young said.
people to reach out and network with others about
“I think diplomacy is ultimately the end goal of activglobal activist initiatives. In a world reliant on the use
ism, but activism provides an avenue in order to reach
of technology, it is much easier to start a conversation
that diplomatic conversation.”
and to get engaged with such pressing global issues.
LSV has been actively involved in advocating against
Grassroots Online is a Toronto-based web design
the passing of Integrated Planning and Resource
firm concentrated on online political and advocacy
Management and petitioning against the recent cut of
campaigns. Brett Bell, founder and managing partner
22 positions at Laurier. To help spread awareness, LSV
of Grassroots Online, believes technology helps to enutilized social media outlets such as Twitter Facebook,
able democratic participation.
Tumblr and Instagram.
“It removes many of the barriers that have existed in
Young said Twitter was a way to reach out to politithe past. However government
cians and decision makers, while
and politics can be intimidating
Facebook was meant to reach
for many,” Bell said.
out to students, as it is a popular
“So we created a number of
format for students to network
“Our voices are what
platforms that make it easy for
on. Additionally Tumblr was
makes a difference, not
individuals from all backgrounds
used to share documents such
to easily contact their elected
as their code of conduct, while
just an online presence.”
officials and participate in the
Instagram documented visuals
wider conversation around curof everything that happened,
rent affairs.”
with a few of their images being
Bell also shared that Grassdisplayed on various news staroots Online has currently
tions.
generated 2.5 million actions on
“I don’t think we would have
-Connor Young, LSV representative
their various platforms, which he
been as effective as we were
believes illustrates how the utiliwithout social media,” Young
zation of technology has helped
said.
people to engage with current issues.
Activism or slacktivism?
“It is important every opportunity is maximized to
While online activism has proven to initiate awareness,
boost participation,” Bell added.
it also perpetuates the growing concern of “slacktivMadelaine Hron, an associate professor in the
ism.”
English and film studies department at Wilfrid Laurier
Slacktivism is best defined as actions performed via
University, created an English course called “Human
Rights in Cultural Forms” which emphasizes encourag- the Internet in support of a political or social cause,
such as signing an online petition, but regarded as
ing students to be activists. The project for the class is
requiring little time or involvement. This term perpetuto make an impact on the community by the means of
ates the notion that all problems can be seamlessly
activist initiatives.
“Often students find it really easy to criticize activism fixed using social media, however this is not the case.
“Social media is a great tool; we have a great tool at
without knowing how much work goes into that or how
to do activism — this is an opportunity to try and be an our disposal that previous generations did not have. It’s
a great tool for education and it’s a good way of rallying
activist for 8-10 hours and challenge yourself,” she
people together and raising awareness,” Hron said.
said.
“However, I just don’t think that clicking ‘like’ or
“Its an opportunity to live activism.
signing a petition is going to make that much change
Theory is only as useful as its puts
because I don’t think people realize what the end goals
into practice.”
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nvestigates how effective social
ealm of activism
of that are.”
“Social media certainly has its strong points, but
LSV has witnessed slacktivism firsthand. After Lauthere’s a big downside in the sense that it’s easy for
rier made the recent job cuts, LSV had approximately
people to jump on board, but later it’s like they don’t
250 students ‘like’ their page on Facebook and many
actually make the problem their own. A lot of people
people showing interest in the matter. According to
just don’t have that drive to do it.”
Young, when it came to arranging meetings to sit down
While it is clear likes will not eliminate the global
and discuss the specific plans they had coming up, the
issues, it helps to open doors of opportunity to further
number of people actually involved did not reflect that
these changes. In reference to the Kony 2012 camof the Facebook group.
paign, Bell said organizations and other causes need to
“I think a lot of people just enjoy the single click [on
provide other means of action beyond liking or sharing
Facebook],” he said. “They enjoy the idea of just clickvideos on Facebook. However, it helps to indicate an
ing ‘like’ and then feeling like they’ve done their part.”
interest.
Online petitions require prior research, as people
“Part of the problem was that the [Kony 2012] orgaare not always aware that signing a petition does not
nization behind the video had no other avenues for
guarantee that it is legally bindsupporters to take beyond liking
ing. Petitions found online can
and sharing the video. However,
also be outdated, having been
liking or favouriting a piece of
“That money could have
made months or years before
content can be a strong indicator
been well spent to help
having people stumble upon
that an individual wants to do
them and share them on social
more,” Bell said.
African law enforcement
media.
“It is important to build on
try to find Joseph Kony.”
One of the most notorious
that initial interest and ask them
examples of slacktivism was the
to do more. It is also important
Kony 2012 campaign. The short
to plan out what else you want
film’s intended purpose was to
your supporters to do and that
make African militia leader and
those actions are aligned with
-Dr. Madelaine Hron, associate
professor
fugitive Joseph Kony internationthe organizations goals and
ally known in order to have him
objectives.”
arrested by the end of 2012. The
Bell also added he progressive
film went viral and was a worldwide phenomenon,
use of the Internet has helped to eliminate barriers in
with people sharing the video on Facebook and Twitthe distribution of content, meaning that one person
ter. While people thought they were helping to support
can use compelling content and a strong message to
a cause, they didn’t realize that they were supporting
mobilize others to take action around the world.
something else.
“Anyone who wants to make a difference no longer
“[The campaign] was basically raising money for
has an excuse. There are no gatekeepers. Use that to
this organization that wasn’t even going to stop Joseph
your advantage and put something out into the world,”
Kony; it was going to make another film about Joseph
Bell said.
Kony,” Hron said.
While acknowledging that social media outlets are a
“That money could have been well spent to help
great start to get involved with activism, Hron said acAfrican law enforcement try to find Joseph Kony but
tive involvement will generate the best results.
instead it went into the pockets of the filmmakers.”
“To gain more information you may have to read
Hron also used the example of last summer’s ALS ice books, read a few articles or even get to know people. If
bucket challenge to demonstrate people took part in
you want to know about homelessness, go and visit an
it because it was a popular trend, not because people
organization that works with homeless people and get
were hoping to advocate for the cause.
to know issues that are in your own local community
“What looks cool on Facebook may not be helping
that need your support or how you can help,” she said.
anyone,” she added.
“Its not useful to help people who don’t know what
their needs are.”
Finding a voice beyond the screen
Young, for his part, hopes that when people sign
Trying to encourage people to participate in activism
online petitions or join a Facebook group, they will be
beyond the computer is much easier said than done.
more present beyond their computer screens.
“When we were protesting IPRM, we had 150
“I really hope that when people find a cause that
students say that they would attend on the Facebook
they really care about that they are willing to step
event, but in reality we only had about 50 and most of
up,” he said. “Our voices are what makes a differthem were friends or friends of friends of the people in
ence, not just an online presence.”
the group,” Young said.
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Johnson ‘excited for year to come’
ZACH GUITOR
INCOMING ARTS & LIFE EDITOR

Sometimes life pans out differently than planned. Just ask Jon
“Bearface” Johnson.
Coming hot off the heels of an
English and film studies degree
from Wilfrid Laurier University,
Johnson sought a secure life as
an English teacher. After rejections from nearby teacher’s colleges, he found himself working
as a projectionist at the Princess
Cinemas with a bleak outlook
into his future.
A chance encounter in an alleyway outside Jane Bond paved
way for his current career as a
freelance designer and screen
printer.
There he met Marc Lecompte,
the owner of Princess Café.
Lecompte, looking for help to
create his zine ctrpllr, enlisted
Johnson to help with layout and
design of the project. With very
little experience in design, Johnson had to adapt quickly.
He and Lecompte scoured
local second-hand shops looking
for old books with vintage typefaces and images to be pasted
into the zine.
As Johnson continued to
contribute to ctrpllr he began to
embrace the lifestyle of a small
business owner; it was at this
point Johnson realized his true
career path. The flat and vintageinspired design of the zine paved
way for Johnson’s style as a
freelancer.
“I was always into maps, signs,
old advertisements. It just never
really clicked until 2006 when I
started working for ctrpllr.”
Soon Johnson began designing

“The doors opened, I talked
my way into them and then
I just had to learn how to
do it.”

-Jon Johnson, graphic artist

WILL HUANG/PHOTO EDITOR

Although lacking experience with design when he started out, Johnson has developed a unique style of his own.

the weekly pamphlet for Princess
Cinemas. More opportunities began to present themselves while
he worked as a cleaner for Starlight Social Club and Jane Bond.
The venue and restaurant were
pursuing a new graphic designer.
Despite the experience, Johnson
jumped at the opportunity.
“The doors opened, I talked
my way into them and then I
just had to learn how to do it,” he
said.
With an outpouring of design

requests, Johnson found it fitting
to create his brand, and Bearface
was born. With a thick beard, the
design moniker seemed fitting.
Under his new brand, it was all
uphill from there.
Through word of mouth,
Johnson was pursued by many
local businesses, looking for the
flat and minimalistic look that
he excelled at. He landed gigs designing for the likes of Taco Farm
and the University of Waterloo.
Johnson’s unique style has

given him a lot of freedom in
the industry and allowed him to
remain calm and collected in his
design process.
“When somebody comes and
says, ‘Here’s my logo, design
something for us,’ that’s amazing,” he said. “I’ll get a project
and just sit on it — let it be in the
back of my head, think about as I
walk the dog, in the shower and
I’ll just start sketching.”
As a lover of craft beer, Johnson had the privilege to design

for Descendants Beer & Beverage Co. and Wellington Brewery.
He melded his love for artisanal
craftsmanship with his eye for
design with the creation of his
second brand, BRFC.
Under BRFC, Johnson designs
and screen-prints custom coasters, handkerchiefs and t-shirts —
all done out of his basement. The
brand got its start at local craft
shows, but has healthily grown
since its inception and is stocked
in a handful of retailers across
Canada.
Although he wants the brand
to grow, he is afraid of BRFC
growing beyond its means and
losing the hands-on aspect of his
profession.
“You get so busy making sure
someone else is doing it right
that you miss out on the best part
of [screen-printing].”
Despite his fears, Johnson saw
exciting growth last year with his
Ontario craft beer inspired t-shirt
“Drink Beer From Here,” which
has received requests from stockists in British Columbia, Nova
Scotia and Michigan.
Given this growth, Johnson is
excited for the year to come.
“Next year could be the year
that everything changes.”

ART

Destigmatizing anime
VICTORIA BERNDT
STAFF WRITER

While watching anime, people
who don’t have much experience with it may have problems
understanding exactly what it is.
“I always get the ‘ohhh…?’ ”
said Wilfrid Laurier University
ministry of anime president Jill
Nichols.
“And they kind of back away a
little or they go ‘oh that’s interesting!’ and then they can’t find
anything to say about it.”
The most important thing for
the non-anime-watching world
to understand is that anime is
not simply defined as a cartoon.
“[People think] that it’s either
Pokémon or porn … that it’s one
or the other.”
While such anime does exist,
this overgeneralization is dangerously inaccurate and can lead
many to believe false information.
Most people’s experiences
with anime have been during
childhood.
“A lot of anime … that people
are introduced to is stuff they
watched as a kid in passing like
Yugi-Oh or Pokémon or Sailor
Moon and they feel that it’s
either very childish or very sexualized,” Nichols said.

Many will watch anime before
recognizing it as anime, which is
one reason why so many lump it
in with other children’s cartoons.
While animated — anime
literally meaning “animation” in
Japanese — it is not restricted
to children in the slightest. It
can become very graphic very
quickly, with twice the capabilities of live action TV.
“I don’t see it as just cartoons
for adults, I see it as a different
medium, a different way to get
your ideas across,” said Nichols.
“And you can do it in a more
creative fashion than you could
have with, say, live action with
live actors.”
Those who don’t know what to
expect often get caught in an explicit or graphic scene they were
not prepared to watch, staining their appreciation for the
style. Over the years, anime has
become the victim of stigmatization by western audiences, which
may be because of the content.
It may also be because of how it
presents itself.
“A lot of anime is what we call
‘subbed’ so it’s just subtitles …
a lot of people have aversions to
the fact that it’s speaking another
language, so you have to read it,”
Nichols explained.
This can be a major turn-off for

many potential anime watchers
as well as increase the stigma.
“When we hear someone say
‘anime’ we get a very different
image of the person. We think
that, yeah they are weird or
maybe they just want to stay in
their little hovel and don’t want
to come out.”
“But I think that it’s very tricky
to break something, especially
if it’s engrained in our culture
because it has been ‘weird’ for x
number of generations,” Nichols
said.
For all the odd things a person
will be exposed to, anime opens
up a new road in a person’s
media repertoire. It expands
someone’s perception of animation and its possibilities.
“I always recommend watching just to try it because you
won’t like something until you
try it,” said Nichols. “But it’s up to
the person. If they feel that this is
not for them, that’s fine. The only
thing I ask is that they don’t snub
their nose at it because someone
else watches it. Because you
don’t know.”
Anime, while different, is still a
form of TV that crushes stereotypes inside its community.
In a few years, it may even
crush the stigmas coming from
the outside.
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Challenging
notions of rap
Bretz hopes he can bridge the gap
between rap and poetry in his course
RAFEY SATTAR
STAFF WRITER

Professor Andrew Bretz had
a bone to pick with English
departments at universities
everywhere. Academics can be a
little stuck up, he argued, and as
much as they’d rather not admit
it, contemporary rap and classic
poetry by the likes of Shakespeare aren’t that different.
Specialized in early modern
theater and poetry, Bretz is a
contract professor who is bringing his unconventional views
to classrooms at Wilfrid Laurier
University.
Bretz found students are
entirely unaware of how much
rap and classical poetry have in
common.
“Rap is all about rhythm,
rhyme and paying attention to
syllable count,” he said.
Deconstructing those lyrics,
Bretz argued, is no different from
studying poetry in a classroom.
To give a sense of the literary
value of rap, Bretz cited a 2014
study that compared the vocabulary of a number of rap acts to
Shakespeare.
Rapper A$AP Rocky came out
on top, using 7,392 unique words
compared to Shakespeare’s
5,170. NAS and Eminem came
close with 4,494 and 5,096 respectively.

“I look forward to the day
that my students come
into class knowing Jay-Z as
poetry...”

-Andrew Bretz, Laurier English
professor

Bretz referenced rap artists like
Tupac Shakur, Public Enemy and
Jay-Z as other impactful contributors to literature.
“It’s not just rap to educate
people,” said Bretz. “It’s rap that’s
saying ‘we can do more with
language and more with our
communities.’ ”
Rapper Joey Onabolu, who has
performed in venues around Waterloo, agrees with Bretz’s stance.
“It just brings more awareness
to these issues,” he said, citing
urban violence and poverty as an
important talking point for many
rappers.
Onabolu believes rap is an
important vehicle for artists to
share the challenges their communities face and it could deliver
a powerful message to students.
“They can see guys come from
that situation and still be successful,” he said.
Onabolu agreed rap musicians

CONTRIBUTED IMAGE

aren’t getting nearly enough
credit from academia either.
“I think it’s important for them
to be studied,” he said.
Bretz said he believes the
lyrical value of rap lyrics has increased since the genre’s inception and there’s a real potential
for classroom discussion.
“They’re turning it into literature,” he said. “I’m really surprised there aren’t more people
studying it.”
The strong hold academia has
on what’s considered literary
isn’t fair, Bretz argued.
“It’s a system of power,” he
said.
He goes on to compare rap lyrics to recordings from old school

blues artists.
“They are important documents in a literary sense,” he
said. “They push the boundary of
what we think of as literature. It’s
important because you don’t get
those stories otherwise.”
Connecting rap to poetry in
classrooms is also important
because it adds a much needed
diversity to the syllabus.
“Literature is still really
straight, white dudes who are
dead,” said Bretz.
As part of his efforts to bring
fresh voices to the table in one
of his courses, Bretz taught the
lyrics of Jamaican musician
Miss Lou. He found students
were shocked by how much they

could enjoy poetry in an academic setting.
Rap has the same advantage
of being accessible if it were
brought to the classroom.
“Hip-hop used to be heavily
overlooked,” said Onabolu.
“Now it’s come to a point
where hip-hop is absolutely
undeniable.”
Bretz believes popular conceptions of rap music will change.
“I look forward to the day
my students come into class
knowing Jay-Z as poetry … as
something you can tear apart
on a syllable-by-syllable level,”
he said. “I’m going to treat them
all the same; Jay-Z and Shakespeare.”

MUSIC

New release ‘felt natural’
Montreal band The Famines try paper release format on
latest album, excited to play Princess Café on April 9
ZACH GUITOR
INCOMING ARTS & LIFE EDITOR

The independent music scene is
experiencing quite the nostalgic
revival. With growing vinyl and
cassettes sales, many bands are
returning to their roots to create
a more personal and interactive
experience for their fans.
Montreal’s The Famines have
taken a more minimalistic,
creative and lower-risk approach
for their new release. On April 9
the punk outfit will be hosting a
release party for their very first
paper single.
Singer and guitarist Raymond
Biesinger, who juggles work as a
musician and successful illustrator, has designed a 20-by-30
newsprint that will serve as a
companion piece to their two
new singles. Much like a vinyl
single release, the poster is
double sided to signify a-side
and b-side singles.
“The thing with vinyl is that it
can get really expensive and can
take up to 30 weeks to deliver
… We found a company in the
U.K. that did newsprints and had
good turnaround,” said Biesinger.
Drummer Drew Demers
echoed Biesinger’s sentiment in
regards to the recent difficulties
of releasing music today.
“The music industry is very
ADD — you can listen for 89
seconds and decide whether you

like the music … it’s a lot more
difficult to release material and
things like cassettes are very time
consuming,” he said.
Biesinger indicated the associated risk with selling vinyl was
very high. Given if a band was
unable to sell all units, they’d
be stuck with quite the financial
burden.
All things considered Demers
and Biesinger said the decision
to release a paper single “felt
very natural.”
When touching on the new
sound of their upcoming singles,
Biesinger recalled the band’s
past releases.
“I always want to say a lot in
my music, but in the past lyrics
were often unintelligible, which
has been a major hurdle to overcome,” Biesinger said.
With the new release, Biesinger hoped to bring clarity to the
message he delivers in the new
songs by cleaning up the vocal
tracks.
He describes the a-side “Stay
Home Club” as “freak-beat
garage” while b-side “Who Wants
Disarmament?” as “slow and
doomish.”
Biesinger also touched on the
band’s shift in musical aggression and the textural differences
from their past work.
“The new songs are far more
musically like ‘the threat of
violence,’ not the explicit act

of violence, which was present
on a lot of our past work,” said
Biesinger.
Relatively new to The Famines
line-up is drummer Demers. The
Kingston native joined the band
just over a year ago after the
geographical difference between
Biesinger and then-drummer
Garrett Heath Kruger forced the
pair to split. While Biesinger
lived in Montreal, Kruger lived
in Edmonton — the whopping
3,597 kilometre difference made
for a challenging creative experience.
Now based in Montreal, the
pair is gearing up to release the
band’s first materiel since 2011.
In addition to the paper release, the band will be releasing
another pair of singles in June,
along with an LP planned for
release later this year.
The band will also be touring
throughout Canada, with a string
of dates in the Canadian prairies, including an appearance at
MoSoFest in Saskatoon and one
at Ottawa Explosion.
In a lengthy coast-to-coast
tour, one of the most exciting
dates is happening right around
the corner when the band visits
Princess Café on April 9.
“There’s something about
playing in smaller venues where
you feel this effervescence that
everyone is together,” Demers
said.
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Rap is not monolithic and must not be trapped in box
It has been about two weeks
since Compton based rapper
Kendrick Lamar released To
Pimp a Butterfly, his sophomore
album.
Since its release, the album
has proved to be just as polarizing as many expected it to be:
its lyrics are provocative, vulgar
and emancipatory; and its style
is Avant-garde — so much so
that it has sparked debates about
the role of rap music in today’s
socio-cultural spheres of society.
When asked about the origins
of rap music, many might remain
tight-lipped because they do not
know about the origins of rap
music.
Others might assert that
rap music is rooted in the
socio-political struggles of Black
Americans in the late 1980s and
early 1990s. However, rap music
began as a fun medium. Before
it became radicalized, it sought
to emancipate people through
dance and funk, not through
overtly political lyrics.
It eventually became a medium of resistance against a
patriarchal and racist hegemony.
It has since evolved, to the
chagrin of many who are nostalgic about the ‘golden era’ of rap.

In doing so, they fail to recognize the genre’s transcendental
nature, and instead prefer to trap
it within a box: of usurpation,
radicalization, social change and
resistance.
There is nothing wrong with
this, but we must remember
music, like poetry, must not be
monolithic.
There will be various techniques and approaches and
audiences through which an idea
or a thought can be communicated.
It does not matter whether the
content of the music is about
girls with big bosoms, cars with
mighty wheels or about the
emancipation of marginalized
people.
What matters is that an idea or
feeling is being communicated to
people of various affiliations and
backgrounds.
Some might enjoy the occasional narcissistic and braggadocious rap of artist like Drake;
others might enjoy the deeply
poetic rhymes of Joey Badass or
Kendrick Lamar.
As long as there is a variety,
rap will remain alive, and different stories will continue to be
told.

Making financial information more accessible to
students
Students at Wilfrid Laurier University are aware how diffiuclt
and irritating it can be to access
financial information.
From waiting on the phone
with Service Laurier for five
hours to spending an equal
amount of time trying to figure
out when certain due dates
are, or perhaps what the new
OSAP policies are, the process of
retrieving financial information
should be much more accessible.
There have been reports of a
new system being adopted between the Students’ Union and
student affairs department to
make it convenient for students
to access financial information:
information about scholarships,
OSAP, financial distress and so
on in one universal place. This
project would be much like the
‘Blue Folder,’ which encompasses information about mental
health and mental distress.
This conversation is still in
the works, but could be a good
movement in easing financial
distress in students.

This year has had one of the
lower recorded numbers of applications for scholarship and
bursaries. The university, though
going through a financially austere period, has a lot of money
reserved for scholarships and
bursaries. But students, many of
whom could undoubtedly use
some more money, are either
unaware of such opportunities
or find the process too tedious.
They end up missing out on
a large amount of opportunities, not through a fault of their
own, but because the process of
retrieving financial information
is analogous to walking through
a labyrinth.
It is for this reason that a
space through which all financial information can be readily
accessed is indeed necessary.
We would be remiss if we did
not mention that the university
has in the last two years made
some significant improvements
to the system, but there is still a
long way to go to make it match
the demands of the principal
stakeholders: students.
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Beyond a vapid culture
LENA YANG
CREATIVE DIRECTOR

In the age of social media, news
travels quickly and widely.
Sometimes it keeps travelling for
days, at which point your newsfeed is suffocating under that one
piece of information that refuses
to go away.
Last week, Zayn Malik left the
beloved British boy band One
Direction to the devastation of
teenagers around the world. I’ll
be damned to find one person
who is unaware of this because
it has saturated every facet of
social media. I don’t even like
One Direction or keep up with
their antics, but I can pinpoint
the exact trail of events leading
to Zayn’s departure because they
have all popped up on my social
feed at some point or another.
It’s not bad to consume tabloid
gossip. I’m not condemning
those who keep up with celebrity
culture because I do it too — we
all do.
But there comes a point
where the vapidity of the media
Western culture forces upon us
removes our drive to seek out
news that doesn’t come as easily
at the click of a button.
I don’t want to read through
countless Buzzfeed articles
about which type of cheese best
matches my personality, or what
my favourite Disney princess
says about my taste in shoes,
but I do it anyway because these

articles are so easy to find.
It’s not just an issue of laziness
contributing to a lack of engagement with news outside of
tabloid gossip, but also Western
media’s inability to report on
international issues effectively.
20 years ago, following the
genocide in Rwanda, Western
media was heavily criticized for
its failure to report on the mass
murders. Some editors thought
the issue was unimportant.
Some just weren’t interested. If
it wasn’t for the South African
elections, the genocide would
have received even less coverage
than it did.
20 years later, the Ebola outbreak happens, and lack of coverage certainly isn’t the issue but
rather irresponsible journalism.
People are definitely aware of
the crisis but they remain uninformed. Headlines like CNN’s,
“Ebola: the ISIS of Biological
Agents,” fuelled mass hysteria
which really accomplished nothing but the wrongful antagonizing of a large number of Africans
due to the belief that the entire
continent had somehow contracted the disease.
It’s a three-part conundrum
that contributes to the general
public’s lack of access to meaningful and factual information:
media passivity, irresponsible
journalism and lack of community engagement.
It’s difficult, especially for
people who are not journalists
and don’t have a large platform,
to remedy the faults of media
outlets. However, what can be
done is increasing engagement;
and no one can force that change
in you except for yourself.

I’m not condemning those
who keep up with celebrity
culture because I do it too
— we all do.

It may be easy to live in your
bubble and disregard what goes
on outside your world, but ignoring such issues will not exempt
you from its impacts.
Air pollution in China is a
topic seldom discussed even
though it has already contributed
to around 1.2 million deaths. Pollutants have begun to affect air
quality in Japan and South Korea. How long before it reaches
North America? Maybe it never
will if people actively engage
with these issues and demand
change.
In the age of mass communication and globalization, we
are connected across continents
and oceans virtually and physically. Being educated in international issues is no longer a cheap
means to intellectual fuel at wine
and cheese parties but a responsibility you owe to yourself.
Knowledge has never hurt
anyone — only lack thereof.
When access to information
comes so freely and easily, there
is no reason for us to remain
ignorant about issues that lie under the layer of celebrity gossip
and click-bait articles. We only
have to seek it out.
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The problem with having no problems
Members don’t know
whether the GSA is
spending student fees
appropriately.

BRYAN SMITH
COMMUNITY CONTRIBUTOR

You’ve heard about student
apathy before — perhaps even
here in The Cord. Nonetheless,
student apathy is at an all-time
high. Voter turnout is low —
abysmal, even.
Some may think, “What does it
matter?” Students aren’t engaged
and it’s always been that way.
Apathy causes a huge problem for student associations.
As a graduate student at Wilfrid
Laurier University and a previous
Graduate Student Association
executive, I’m fed up with how
no one is fed up with the GSA —
and if you are, you sure are quiet.
In my past role as vice-president of finance and administration, I focused on feedback and
transparency. Specifically, I tried
engaging students with Transparent Thursday posts about
our budget, which led to some
change — but not enough.
Annually, each full-time
graduate student pays the GSA
$239.82 and part-time graduate
students pay $162.40 for membership. The GSA has a population of about 1,500 students with
40 per cent being part-timers.
This gives the GSA a budget of
about $310,000.
The GSA is a service provider
that serves the same group that
has decision-making power. As
constituents of the GSA, members presumably benefit from
the association and are able to
participate in it.
The operations team executes

JOSHUA AWOLADE/INCOMING CREATIVE DIRECTOR

events, implements policies and
advocates for our needs.
The operations team is led
by the strategic decisions of the
board of directors, who ensure
the organization is doing what
is best for members. Finally, the
board reports to the members.
I believe most graduate
students don’t understand how
much weight their voice carries
and may feel they cannot change
how the GSA operates.
However the complete opposite is true — members have
the ultimate decision making
authority.
Although I believe the GSA is
doing poorly on a general level,
student apathy remains its core
problem.

Filling positions was difficult
for the 2014-2015 school year,
with an acclaimed president and
difficulty filling executive support positions.
Now, for the 2015-2016 school
year there is once again an acclaimed president and I can only
imagine hiring for other positions has been tough.
Even with the board there were
acclamations for the present and
past year terms. Why this lack of
interest? You guessed it: student
apathy.
Whether it is because students are not well informed
or engaged, they either don’t
know what the GSA is or don’t
care about it enough to become
interested.

This is extremely problematic,
as the students who care can do
as they please without consequences because many of those
who would normally hold them
accountable don’t care what
happens.
Things like unfair compensation can occur. A large project
that is good in theory could be
undertaken, but if there’s no
interest from students, it quickly
becomes a waste of student
funds.
How does the GSA know
what the membership wants if
the membership doesn’t care?
Programs will be developed
frequently, but oftentimes, entire
programs will be disregarded
due to little involvement.

Members don’t know whether
the GSA is spending student fees
appropriately.
The only reason the staffing compensation piece was
changed was due to transparency.
I’d argue listening to members
was one of the largest accomplishments of the operations
team this year. Who is responsible for the GSA not meeting your
needs? You are.
By not taking the time to
understand the power your voice
has, you have let it slip by the
wayside. If you’re not happy with
the way something is being done,
you’re probably not the only one.
With five per cent of the
student membership a referendum question can be called for
anything. Do you think teaching
assistants should be unionized
so we’re compensated at least
somewhat equitably to Teaching
Assistants at other institutions?
What if volunteers largely ran the
GSA? Don’t think the GSA does
enough? Call them on either
their lack of effort or lack of communication.
If you speak up instead of muttering to yourself and others in
your program, you could ensure
you’re actually getting something
from the GSA.

A case for raunchy jokes
SPENCER GIBARA
OPINION COLUMNIST

I got into an argument with
someone recently who insisted
comedy can go too far.
We’ve seen this trend recently
over the past few years where
social media activists have to
prove a point by nagging people
into meaningless apologies.
Of course, comedians have
been one of the prime targets of
these tactics.
The controversy always plays
out the same way: the comedian
makes a joke — almost always
a funny one — the social justice
types complain that “X is not
funny” or “there’s nothing funny
about X” and as my favorite
comedian Bill Burr puts it, “You
end up on the nightly news doing
a split-screen with some blogger”
trying to defend yourself.
These protesters fundamentally don’t understand what
comedy is.
The craft is supposed to offend
and it’s supposed to cover touchy
issues. Not to mention it’s the
comedian’s show. The stage be-

The bottom line is a joke
shouldn’t be considered
offensive unless it’s a
sincere thought from the
person making it.

longs to them, not the audience
and certainly not to people who
watch a joke on YouTube. This
irony is obviously lost on people
whose job it is to be perpetually
outraged at every opportunity,
who have begun to actually
destroy what has historically
been one of the most progressive
occupations in history.
That’s not to say that jokes
can’t go too far, but the ones
causing controversy almost
never do.
The bottom line is a joke
shouldn’t be considered offensive unless it’s a sincere thought
from the person making it.
These are jokes being told, not
statements being made. If we
don’t look at the intent behind
the joke, we are left with just
words, which can be taken out of
context or misconstrued to mean

anything.
It’s like if someone who hates
you makes a joke about your
looks and your best friend makes
the same joke.
The words might be the same
but the intent is different. When
we isolate 12 seconds of an “offensive” stand-up routine and
leave out all contexts, we aren’t
accurately presenting the situation.
One of the strangest things
about all this is that the most
horrific topics never receive
backlash. Jerry Seinfeld, the
world famous Jewish comedian,
actually does jokes about the
holocaust. And he’s not the only
one.
Louis CK, Gilbert Gottfried,
Jon Stewart and even Joan Rivers
have all made fun of that topic
and it never causes a stir.
Instead, it’s jokes about identity politics that spur the anger.
I think that basically sums up
how inconsistent these bursts of
outrage really are.
When mass murder is being
joked about regularly, finding
anything else to be offended by is
extremely petty.
So let’s stop getting riled up
every time someone says something we don’t like, grow some
thicker skin, go down to a comedy club and have a good time.

LENA YANG/CREATIVE DIRECTOR
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Ignorant armies
DON MORGENSON
COMMUNITY CONTRIBUTOR
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With the Robert Langen Art Gallery facing a threat of closure, where will there be a place for art on campus?

Finding value in the arts
DON MORGENSON
COMMUNITY CONTRIBUTOR

While studying at the Institute
of Psychiatry at the University
of London, I also served as a
research psychologist at the
Maudsley Psychiatric Hospital
as well at her sister hospital St.
Mary’s of Bethlem (the original
“Bedlam”).
While my experiences were
rich, at times the hospital experience was stressful.
Whenever my work tired me,
as I made my way home to my
flat in north London, I disembarked the Northern Line at
Trafalgar Square and spent some
time at London’s National Gallery.
I would go directly to the floor
where the collection of 15th Century Dutch landscape painters
was gathered.
Sitting there looking at the
van Ruisdale’s, the Hobbema’s,
Fabritious’ “Finch” — what joy I
experienced; surely no tranquilizer would have had the same
effect.
All of us need such aesthetic
experiences and it still concerns
me that I labour at a university
without a fine arts department.
How can we call ourselves a
university and have no fine arts
department (a department in
which I at one time taught)? For
“budgetary reasons” the depart-

ment was phased out. There were
protests, but those promoting
other priorities drowned such
voices out. Now our on-campus
Robert Langen Art Gallery is being threatened.
For some empirical support for
a fine arts experience, a recent
study argued there exists a strong
causal relationship between art
education and a whole host of
desirable outcomes.
Students who by lottery visited
an art gallery demonstrated
stronger critical thinking skills,
exhibited higher levels of social
tolerance and showed greater
empathy.
The gallery in question had
received applications from 525
school groups requesting tours
(for more than 38,000 students).
Some student groups won a
lottery and those students, after
visiting the art gallery, were given
surveys that assessed knowledge
about art, as well as a measure
of tolerance. They also wrote an
essay in response to a work of art
unfamiliar to them.
These essays were then coded
using a critical-thinking-skills
assessment program.
The authors of the study,
(published in the “Educational
Researcher”), conclude that
visiting an art gallery exposes
students to a variety of ideas that
are challenging, causing them to
adopt a variety of perspectives
through their experience of art
forms and that expanding access
to art must be a central part of
any school’s curriculum.
In a recent report by “Americans for the Arts” it was sug-

gested that young people who
regularly take an active role in
the arts (three hours a day, three
days a week for a full year) are
four times more likely to be recognized for academic achievement, more often take part in
science fairs and are much more
likely to win an award for writing
an essay or a piece of verse, than
children who do not take an active part in art activities.
And we now know why: such
experiences involve the entire
brain and its diverse, majestic
functions. The human brain may
be structured for art appreciation.
Viewing paintings engages a
number of different regions of
the human brain, suggesting art
appreciation may be a natural,
even “biological process.” Viewing paintings activates areas
of the brain involved in vision,
pleasure, memory and the emotions, in addition to systems that
underlie the conscious processing of new information to give it
meaning. Such is the essential
holistic experience involved in
viewing fine art.
As I sat there, viewing the 15th
Century Dutch landscape painters, I was reminded too that art
represents a language we can all
speak, and language cuts across
social, educational, racial, cultural and economic barriers and
evokes an awareness of cultural
diversity.
Such opportunities as this
gives me a great deal of pleasure.
But for our children, experiencing fine art is apparently vital for
their lives.

It was a quiet evening celebration and the conversation was
compelling until someone made
the statement: “Frankly, I think
this business about an education for its own sake is really
the bunk; this idea that you can
actually learn about the world
by sitting in your study, or the
library, just does not seem right
— you need some firm relationship with the workplace.”
Someone else chimed in: “I
am not sure all this business
about studying classics is such
a good thing, too. In fact, it
might be a good idea to limit the
number of requirements regarding the so-called ‘great books’
approach.”
Interestingly, in the 150 years
since Charles Dickens invented
then criticized Mr. Gradgrind,
with his “facts, facts, facts,” perhaps such hard times are back
for Ontario universities?
No more conjugating Latin
irregular verbs, no more cultivating “elitist skills” including the
study of the Iliad, the Odyssey, or
the Aeneid in their original languages. No need to understand
the nuances of Plato or Aristotle
or read the legal and political
writings of Marcus Aurelius.
What a loss!
Poet and critic Matthew
Arnold published one of the
great works of the 19th Century,
“Culture and Anarchy,” where
he dealt with questions vexing
our educational systems today,
namely how to get a largely
uneducated population ready
to play an expanding role in an
expanding democracy.
In the introduction he wrote
that the entire scope of his essay:
“Is to recommend culture as
the great help out of our present
difficulties; culture being the
pursuit of our total perfection by
means of getting to know, on all
the matters which most concern
us, the best which has been
thought and said.” Arnold placed
at the start of his work: “Estote ergo vos perfecti.” Loosely
translated meaning, “Therefore,
perfect yourselves.”
For Arnold, the essential
quality that a more civilized and
humane people needed was a
general education. And even if
perfection remains unattainable,
it could be approached most

Only through greater
knowledge and
understanding can be true
to ourselves and to
others...

effectively through a greater
understanding of all that had
happened in the world of other
lands and civilizations and many
ways of thought. Matthew Arnold
railed against utilitarianism and
extended John Ruskin’s notion
that before the electorate can
properly use political power,
it must be educated — in the
broadest sense.
Matthew Arnold referred
to the propagation of education, the extension of “sweetness and light.” And while such
terms might sound flippant,
they do convey the warmth and
brightness of civilization, what
Winston Churchill described as
the counterpoint to Adolf Hitler’s
chill darkness: “those broad,
sunlit uplands.”
For many of us “sweetness and
light” or learning for learning’s
sake has as one of its goals, as
Montesquieu puts it: “To render
an intelligent being yet more
intelligent.” In other words, the
purpose of culture is to enable
people to question their “stock
notions and habits.” Once this
is done, “the moral, social and
beneficent character of culture
becomes manifest.”
Like Dickens’ Mr. Gradgrind,
many feel that learning is all
about utility. And even worse
than his blinkered emphases
once people have their basic
education and the skills allowing
them to survive in the world of
leisure or work, they often have
no further intellectual interests.
They are without a sustaining
curiosity.
As a result, our age is darker
than it need be; people of our
day have been made vulnerable
to cynical manipulation. They
have been duped into thinking
that the superficial extension
of liberties is a substitute for
the real power that comes with
knowledge and understanding.
Only through greater knowledge and understanding can we
be true to ourselves and to others
— all the while Matthew Arnold’s
“ignorant armies clash on that
darkling plain.”

Elizabeth Arden (neé Florence Nightingale Graham), 1939 (b/w photo) / Creator(s): Fisher, Alan, photographer / [Public domain], via Library of Congress

“Our only limitations are those
which we set up in our own minds,
or permit others to establish for us.”
› Elizabeth Arden: Self-Made Maven
In a time when women dare not wear make-up or run their own businesses, Elizabeth
daringly did both. She was not a trained chemist, yet she pioneered the concept of
scientifically formulating cosmetics. She was not a business graduate, yet she created
a global empire. Curiosity and drive were her teachers; the world, her classroom.
We think Elizabeth would have simply adored AU, giving people all over the world
the chance to make their mark, on their terms, in their time. Beautiful.

open. online. everywhere.
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Dear Life
Dear Life is your opportunity to
write a letter to your life, allowing
you to vent your anger with life’s
little frustrations in a completely
public forum.
All submissions to Dear Life
are anonymous, should be no
longer than 100 words and must
be addressed to your life. Submissions can be sent to dearlife@
thecord.ca no later than Monday
at noon each week.
Dear Life,
Congratulations to those on the
Sunshine List…it means so much
more to know you are suffering
like the rest of us (Potter, Eglin
etc at 100k plus) and can spout
off like you care.
Sincerely,
people see through you

Dear Life,
Any other graduates happy to get
the hell out of here?
Sincerely,
So DONE with Laurier
Dear Life,
Does anyone else feel more
threatened than represented by
the Laurier Student Voice group?
The constant protests and occupations are more disruptive and
intrusive than anything. Also, I
understand that you’re pissed
off, but what is trashing school
spirit going to change? Shut your
mouths, learn the facts, and stop
reverting Laurier to the 1960s.
Sincerely,
A less radical Laurier student
voice
Dear Life,
To the fucker who stole the Centre for Women and Trans People’s iMac: you have stolen five
years’ worth of important docu-

ments AND a vital resource from
a student service (which is part
of the university, as in, you just
stole university property). Return
it immediately or at the very least
bring the documents back on a
USB. Hundreds of hours of work
were put into those and we seriously need them back (though if
you have any kind of conscience
or sense of preservation for your
university career, you’d bring
back the entire thing).
Sincerely,
I hope you’re fucking proud of
yourself
Dear Life,
I love how people were told that
the Toast to the Class of 2015
event would have limited availability, then freaked out because
they waited and didn’t get tickets. You are all morons and made
yourself look fucking idiotic.
Sincerely,
Grow the fuck up

Weekly Specials
Pabst Attack

BIGGIE-UP
ANY DAY ANY TIME

A BURGER AND BEER
FOR $4 BUCKS!
ADD FRIES FOR $2
ADD WINGS FOR $2
Present this coupon
at time of offering
Limit 1 per person. Offer does not
include applicable taxs. Not valid
if reproduced, sold or transfered.

$4.50/ tall can
Wednesday- all day
Friday & Saturday Before 11pm

$10 Pitchers

Thursday before 11pm

Dirty Burger Days

$2 Burgers and Wings $6.64/lb
Tuesday & Wednesday

#01

like us on
@chainsawlovers

we' re
HIRING
Advertising Volunteer’s to join Laurier Student Publications
graphic design creative production

sales administration

contact trowe.wlusp@gmail.com

$2 Buck Tuesdays
Sawdust and Beer at 28 King St N, Uptown Waterloo . 519-954-8660
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ACROSS
1- Boast
5- “Believe” singer
9- Env. notation
13- Actress Sofer
14- Fertile area in a desert
16- King mackerel
17- ___’acte (intermission)
18- Having big hips
19- Son of Zeus in Greek
mythology
20- “Stay” singer Lisa
21- TV Tarzan Ron
22- Plucky
24- Land measure
26- School orgs.
27- Pond scum
29- Mall-goer, often
33- “The Crucible” setting
34- Of moderate temperature
35- Actor Rob
36- Memorable time
37- Defiles
38- Actor Gibson
39- Capital of Italy
41- Impulse
42- Abrasive mineral
44- South American boa
46- Former Russian rulers
47- Former Fords
48- Chantilly product
49- Abruptly
52- Fam. reunion attendee
53- Fast fliers
57- Quickly, quickly
58- Penned
60- One of a matching
pair
61- Discounted by
62- Deadens
63- Vex
64- Family portrait?
65- Fencing sword
66- Look at amorously

DOWN
1- Songwriter Jacques
2- “All The Way To ___”,
song by REM
3- Get in a hand
4- Trash
5- Hold together
6- ___ Selassie
7- Catch a view of
8- Tear
9- Random
10- Small gull
11- Tough trip
12- Meddlesome
15- Methods
23- Metal container used
for frying
25- Engine part
26- Hostess Mesta
27- Homerun king Hank
28- Alpaca’s cousin
29- Coniferous evergreen
forest
30- Private Pyle
31- Pitchers
32- Depend
33- Antitoxins
34- Language elements
37- Sunset
40- Obscuration of light
42- PC panic button
43- Conductor
45- Baseball’s Mel
46- “Honor Thy Father”
author
48- Do not disturb
49- Preservative
50- Manipulator
51- Not acid
52- Frolic
54- Big gulp
55- Work the soil
56- Dagger of yore
59- Feel bad about
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Nancy Vonk & Janet Kestin
Co-founders, Swim

“If you want the corner office, go for it.
Have a different goal? Go for that.
There’s more than one way to pursue a
rich life and success has many definitions.”
- Janet Kestin, Co-Founder, Swim

Join us to learn how this Canadian
Marketing Hall of Legends duo
challenged the status quo, and how
to apply the same tactics to fuel your
own career.
Register today at
womenofinfluence.ca/events
APRIL 8 | KITCHENER-WATERLOO | 11:15AM-2:00PM

CHARITY OF
CHOICE

OFFICIAL AIRLINE PARTNER
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CURLING

Howard continues a family legacy
Carly Howard is following her family’s footsteps and making a name for herself in curling
DREW YATES
INCOMING SPORTS EDITOR

With two Canadian Interuniversity Sport bronze medals and
three Ontario University Sport
gold medals under her belt,
third-year skip Carly Howard of
the Wilfrid Laurier University
women’s curling team is making
a name for herself.
Howard, the daughter of allstar curler Glenn Howard and
the sister of Scott Howard, who
made an appearance at the Brier
this year, has dominated the
university circuit alongside her
teammates and with the support
of her family.
“To be honest, it’s kind of nice
that you have an athlete right in
your home,” Howard said.
It wasn’t until Howard was
12 that she really started to get
into the game. After watching
her brother and father play, she
wanted to get in on the action
as well. She did not start curling right away; instead she tried
out a multitude of sports, such
as gymnastics, running and ball
hockey, before she decided to try
out curling.
“My parents never pushed me
as a child to curl,” she said. “They
said, ‘You know what, go do your
thing, and if curling is what you
want at the end, great, and if not,
then do another sport, that’s
fine.’ ”
Eventually, she decided to give
it a try after watching her father
play and grow through the sport.
“I can see how inspiring it

HEATHER DAVIDSON/PHOTO EDITOR

With two CIS bronze and three OUA gold medals under her belt, third-year skip Carly Howard is no stranger to finding success on the university circuit.

was for him as a player and how
he’d grown through it,” she said.
“It’s not about having the family
name and going through a career
with that, but it’s just seeing the
people that did so well before
you.”
“That just really makes you
really want to play and enjoy the
game as well,” she continued.
Once Howard realized the
competitiveness of the sport and
felt the rush while make tough
shots under pressure, she knew
the sport was for her.going forward in her athletic career.
According to Howard, she has

learned a lot about curling over
the course of her career. The
biggest thing she has taken away
from the game as one of her key
factors of success is to play the
game with serenity.
“The biggest thing I’ve noticed
over the years that I’ve curled
is just have patience. You never
start out being the best curler in
the world,” she said.
“I had to constantly be practicing and practicing, and I find that
when you have a good team, and
you have four good players, you
know you just have to have that
patience.”

As for the future, Howard is
looking to make ripples on the
women’s circuit. She has joined
up with Mallory Kean, previous teammate Cheryl Kreviazuk
and long-time friend Kerilynn
Mathers for the 2015-2016 season, with aspirations of someday
getting to the Olympics and capturing a gold medal for Canada.
However before she can get
there she knows there’s a lot she
has to accomplish.
“There’s a lot of stuff I’ve got to
do and of course I’m going to do
them to the best of my abilities,”
she said.

“The biggest thing I’ve
noticed over the years
that I’ve curled is just have
patience.”

-Carly Howard, skip

AWARDS

Osei recognized
with OWL award

Travel Vaccines
Including Yellow Fever,
Typhoid, Meningitis
Hepatitis A/B and Malaria

Shingles Vaccine
also available
570 University Ave. East Waterloo 519-570-4208

www.kwtravelclinic.ca
When you travel...

Travel Safe!

SHELBY BLACKLEY
INCOMING EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Lee Anna Osei will graduate
from Laurier with a lengthy list
of accolades under her belt. On
March 25, she was selected as
the 2015 Outstanding Woman of
Laurier.
Osei, a fifth-year women’s
basketball guard, was the recipient of the OWL award, which
recognizes the female who best
combines athletics, academics
and community involvement.
The ceremony took place last
Wednesday night at the 10th annual reception. The other finalists included Osei’s fellow teammate Samantha Jacobs and Emily
Brown from women’s soccer.
Osei caps off an impressive
run at Laurier since 2012-2013,
where she was a two-time Canadian Interuniversity Sport academic all-Canadian, the Ontario
University Athletics second team
all-star and the OUA recipient of
the Joy Bellinger award, presented to a student-athlete who
excels in academics, athletics
and community service.
She was also an integral part
of the women’s basketball squad
this year, having their best regular season in history.

“I’m ecstatic,” she said
Wednesday. “It still really hasn’t
hit me yet. I’m honoured to have
been standing up there with Samantha Jacobs and Emily Brown,
they’re awesome student-athletes.”
While her playing career has
come to an end, Osei is not done
with Laurier. She will be returning in the fall to pursue her
master’s degree in history, while
being a coach and trainer for the
men’s and women’s basketball
team.
“It’s something that I’ll take
moving forward. It’s something
that I never could have possibly
dreamt when I enrolled [at Laurier] in 2012,” she said. “My goal
is to take everything I’ve learned
here and take it with me.”
The event had its biggest
crowd since 2006. Approximately
$25,000 was raised through the
event for women’s athletic initiatives, scholarships and mentoring programs.
“Laurier is very big on athletics
and academics, combining that
kind of love and passion for both
fields, with the support you get
from your team and your professors, just creates an environment
that’s conducive to success,” Osei
said.
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Rookie of the year: Zach Lorentz

Most improved: Nicole Morrison

Biggest surprise: Harrison Pharoah

First-year forward of the men’s hockey team,
Zach Lorentz was a standout rookie this year
in the purple and gold. He was named to the
Ontario University Athletics OUA all-rookie team.
Playing on a team that struggled to find consistency, Lorentz averaged at least a point per game,
finishing the year with 27 total points, including
nine goals and 18 helpers.
— Josh Peters

Nicole Morrison stepped wholeheartedly into an
increased role on the 17-3 women’s basketball
team. The powerful second-year guard improved
in every major statistical category as the point
guard of a successful offensive system. She scored
a career-high 20 points on Feb. 18 versus Western
and was a consistent source of scoring all season.
— Will Prowse

Intramurals are not normally seen as a gateway
to varsity sports, but in the case of first year men’s
hockey goalie Harrison Pharoah, it was exactly
that. After goaltenders Vinny Merante and Chris
Festarini went down early in the season, Pharoah
stepped in straight out of the intramural leagues
to give coach Greg Puhalski some minutes between the pipes.
— Josh Peters

Fifth-year player: Whitney Ellenor

Whitney Ellenor brought a veteran’s poise to
the women’s basketball team this past year. She
became the first women’s basketball player from
Laurier to earn a first-team all-star selection
in five years. In her last as a Golden Hawk she
averaged 15.9 points and 8.9 rebounds per game,
nearly averaging a double-double. She also finished the season recording 2.2 blocked shots per
game, which was top in the OUA.
— Josh Peters

Unsung hero: Richard Krell

Coach of the year: Paul Falco

Laurier’s
finest of
20142015

Falco followed up his 15-7 finish a year ago with
a 17-3 record this year. It brings him to 92-59 all
time as the coach of the women’s basketball team
since 2008, bringing him to a winning percentage
of .609. His club was a force to be reckoned with
all year long, and despite a shocking early exist
from the playoffs, made leaps and bounds as a
program. Falco will look to build on his successful
resume next season.
— Josh Peters

Team of the year: men’s curling

Playoff perfomer: Will Coulthard

The fourth-year vice played an integral role in the
success of the team in capturing the Canadian
Interuniversity Sport , making strong shots and
setting the squad up for victory during competition play. During nationals, Krell was honoured
as a first-team All-Canadian for his contributions
to the rink and his strong play on the ice, alongside his teammates.
— Drew Yates

This year, fourth-year skip Aaron Squires and the
Wilfrid Laurier University men’s curling team
dominated the university circuit with a staggering 21-4 overall record, despite only competing
in one bonspiel before OUA’s. The squad went
undefeated in the Trent Invitational and won
gold at OUA’s to earn their spot on the national
stage, as the hosts.
— Drew Yates

Men’s basketball captain Will Coulthard answered the call to lead when the Golden Hawks
visited Western for their first-round OUA playoff
matchup. Coming off an illness, Coulthard powered home 34 points on 11-20 shooting en route
to a 90-82 upset victory. The rousing performance
ranked among the most exciting moments of the
season.
— Will Prowse

Memorable team: women’s basketball

Player of the year: Dillon Campbell

Biggest upset: defeating Windsor

It was never a dull moment when the women’s
basketball team took the floor this past year. Their
depth was showcased all season long with multiple players often scoring in double figures. Nicole
Morrison, Whitney Ellenor, Kaitlyn Schenck and
Lee Anna Osei were just a couple of the players
that had breakout games. It seemed like there
was always a sparkplug coming in off the bench
to get the club going.
— Josh Peters

Dillon Campbell netted 13 touchdowns and
1458 yards all in eight games. Campbell put the
Golden Hawks on the map this year by calming
the nations rushing title and bringing Luarier’s
record back to .500, a bench mark for future
improvement. CFL combine and NFL combine
visits have proven that he can take his game to
the next level and make a name for himself as a
pro. He will have high expectations no matter
where he ends up.
— Daniel Johnson

After dropping 18 straight games to the best
women’s basketball team in the country dating back to 2007, the women’s basketball team
finally beat the Windsor Lancers. The win came
in Windsor by a final score of 60-53. It was a huge
win for the team, as it propelled them to sixth in
the country, and first in the OUA with a record of
10-1.
— Josh Peters
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Laurier’s winter term teams assessed

Women’s basketball

Women’s hockey

Women’s curling

After a 17-3 season, the club had very high hopes
heading into the playoffs. Despite not being able to
knock off Windsor for a second time on the year to
host the final four, the Golden Hawks were a confident
group going into their first round matchup with the
Queen’s Golden Gaels. However, despite an exceptional season, the group was unable to secure the victory at home versus the Gaels, losing by a final score
of 85-78.

Finding them sixth in the standings at the end of the
regular season was not a familiar spot for the reigning
OUA champion women’s hockey team. It was an uncharacteristic season for the usually dominant hockey
club, but they still managed to grab a first round playoff matchup against the Queen’s Golden Gaels. The
lower seeded Hawks came away with a series sweep.
Unfortunately they were ousted in the semi-finals by
the top ranked Western Mustangs who won it all.

After capturing gold at the OUA championships for the
second straight year, the rink looked to build on their
success while hosting the CIS championships. However they were unable to better their result from a year
ago, finishing with another national bronze medal.
After going 19-8 on the season, the club defeated the
University of Prince Edward Island Panthers by a
score of 8-3 to capture their second straight bronze.

Men’s basketball

Men’s hockey

Men’s curling

After a moderately strong start to the season, the
Hawks came out of the winter break flat. They lost 10
of their last regular season games, but still managed
to make the playoffs. A strong performance from Will
Coulthard on the road at Western allowed the Hawks
to upset the Mustangs and advance past the second
round. However they faced the Ryerson Rams in the
second round who dismantled them by a final score of
105-59.

Despite a strong season from rookie Zach Lorentz
and captain Tyler Stothers, the inconsistent play of
the men’s hockey team combined with a shaky goalie
situation proved to be too much for the team to overcome this past year. Despite going 11-18, the Hawks
had a shot at making the playoffs in their last game of
the season against the Lakehead Thunderwolves at
home, but fell 3-2 and missed the playoffs for a second
straight season.

In a dominant season, the men’s curling rink of Aaron
Squires, Richard Krell, Spencer Nuttal and Fraser Reid
shined. The rink went 21-4 on the season and handily
captured gold at the OUA championships. They continued to show their strength at the national championships in Waterloo, making it all the way to the final
shot in the final game versus the Alberta Golden Bears,
before settling for silver in a tightly contested affair.
— all blurbs by Josh Peters
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